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India and we congratulate him on this occaion. We also hope that Sachin, as well 

as our other cricketers, will continue to break records and bring honour to our 

nation. Thank you. 

The House is adjounrned to meet at 2 o'clock. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at forty-four minutes past twelve of 

the clock. 

The House re-assembled after lunch at three minutes past two of the 

clock, MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair. 

__________ 

GOVERNMENT BILLS 

The Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill, 2003 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS (SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATIL):Sir, I move: 

"That the Bill further to amend the Indian Penal Code, the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, 1973 and the Indian Evidence Act, 1872 be taken into 

consideration." 

Sir, this Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill, 2003 seeks to amend the Indian 

Penal Code, the Code of Criminal Procedure and the Indian Evidence Act. A few 

sections of these laws are sought to be amended. Sir, there are a few objectives to 

be achieved by amending this law. One objective is to seek that the witnesses 

who appear in the court to give the evidence in such a manner that it helps the 

court to do justice. The second objective is to see that the delays which generally 

occur because of a large number of cases pending in the courts are avoided. At 

the same time, this Bill is seeking to provide compensation to the victims. The 

fourth objective which it seeks to achieve is to provide a punishment which can be 

awarded ot a person who is giving different versions at different times. The fifthy 

objective this Bill was drafted to achieve was to do away with the provisions in the 

existing law relating to the bail and the compounding of the cases under section 

498A of the Criminal Procedure Code. And the sixth objective is to amend the 

Indian Evidence Act. 

Sir, it is seen that in some cases, witnesses are set up, and they are given 

some inducement to give the evidence. In some cases, it is also seen that the 

witnesses are threatened not to give evidence. If a murder takes place in a 

village, the people who are present when the incident takes places are 

threatened not to give evidence. And in some cases when an incident takes 

place, there may not be any witness standing 
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there. In some cases, persons are asked to be the witnesses to the incident to give 

evidence. In both these cases, what is stated by the witnesses is not in tune with 

the reality. That is why, the jusice done on the basis of evidence given by the 

witnesses who are set up or who are threatened is not a good jusice and is not a 

reliable justice. By amending section 195, and by introducing a new section 

195A of the Indian Penal Code, it is provided that if anything of this kind happens, 

the persons or a person who is responsible for inducing or threatening a person to 

be a witness or not to bea witness can be punished under the Indian Penal Code. 

Now, this is one of the salutary provisions which this amending Bill is trying to 

introduce in the criminal laws. 

Sometimes, Sir, it is seen that a witness gives one kind of statement to the 

police, but when he goes to the court, he gives a differen version. He may not 

support that version which he has given to the police. In such cases, the case 

becomes very weak and the accused has to be acquitted because of the 

contradiction in the statements given to the police and to the court. This 

Amendment Bill provides that if any person is giving different versions before different 

authorities and if the judge comes to the conclusion that he is changing his stand 

before the police, before the magistrate and before the trial court, and if he thinks 

that he is not being truthful, a case can be started against the witness who has 

made a statement of this kind; and this case has to be conducted under the 

summary procedure provided in the Criminal Procedure Code. This is the second 

most important provision this Amendment Bill is trying to introduce. It is being 

introduced in the Criminal Procedure Code as section 144A. It is a new section 

which is being introduced in the Criminal Procedure Code. 

The third provision relating to witness relates to the expert witness. If fake 

currency notes are in the market and if it is to be proved that the currency 

notes or the coins are fake, it was provided by the law that only experts can go 

and testify whether that particular currency notes are fake or genuine or if the 

coins are fake or genuine. Generally, they used to call the experts from the Nasik 

Printing Press. Now, the Nasik Printing Press is not having enough number of 

experts who can help all the courts in the country. By amending the exising 

provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code, it is provided that other experts could 

also be allowed to give evidence with respect to fake currency notes and coins. 

These are the provisions relating to the witnesses who will come before the court 

to give evidence. 

One of the most important thing which is being done through this 

Amendment Bill relates to plea bargaining. Now, this Amendment Bill is 
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introducing a new Chapter, namely, Chapter XXIA. Plea bargaining is provided 

in new Chapter XXIA. What is plea bargaining? We shall have to understand the 

concept of plea bargaining. If a case is brought before a criminal court, the 

accused can make a petition to the judge and say that he is willing to admit his 

guilt, he is willing to say that he has committed the crime. Now, when such an 

application is made to the court, the court's duty, as provided in this Amendment 

Bill, is to give to notice to the prosecutor and to the defence lawyer also, send 

the application which is supported by an affidavit to them for their examination, 

and ask them to meet the accused. So, the accused, the victim, the prosecutor 

and the defence layer, all of them meet and they discuss as to what should be 

done in that matter, how that case should be disposed of. They decide it. Now, if 

they decide between themselves the manner in which the case should be 

disposed of, that is reduced to writing and that is presented to the court. The 

court can go through the record. If the court finds that what has been agreed to 

between the two parties is quite acceptable, then the court can pass an order on 

that kind of agreement. If the court comes to the conclusion that the accused 

was compelled to admit the guilt, then the court would say that no, that kind of 

plea bargaining would not be accepted. If the court comes to the conclusion 

that some method was used in order to hush up the matter, the court will not 

accept the plea bargaining and the court will not pass a judgement in terms of the 

agreement arrived at between the two parties. This is provided under this law. 

But there are some cases in which plea bargaining is not allowed. The cases in 

which plea bargaining is not allowed are the cases in which a death sentence 

could be awarded, or, life imprisonment could be awarded, or, imprisonment of 

more than seven years could be awarded, or, in which women and children are 

involved, or, socio-economic conditions are involved, or, juvenile is involved. In 

these cases, plea bargaining is not allowed. In all other cases, plea bargaining is 

allowed. What is the rationale in providing these provisions relating to plea 

bargaining in the Criminal Procedure Code? There are two objectives to be 

achieved. One objective is to reduce the number of cases pending in criminal 

courts in India. A large number of cases are pending in courts. It has not been 

possible to dispose them of without any delay. In same cases, the accused are 

behind bars for years together. They are behind bars for more period than the 

period for which they can be imprisoned for the offence which they have 

committed. Fortunately for us, last time, when we amended the Criminal 

Pocedure Code, we have provided in the amended Criminal Procedure Code 

that if a person ,s in jail for more period than the period for which he 
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can be sentenced, such person has to be released and the case has to be deemed 

to have been withdrawn and he gets full acquittal in those cases. We have 

provided this. But there are so many cases pending in courts and it has not 

been possible for the State Governments to have more magistrates and more 

sessions' courts in order to dispose of the cases. In spite of the fact that some 

amount of money has been given by the Government of India to the State 

Governments to have more courts, it has not been possible for them to have 

enough number of courts to see that criminal justice is not delayed. This 

provision is likely to help them. If cases are to be heard regularly in a court of 

law, a long time is required. Now if it is a case of the sessions' court, it goes to the 

Magistrate's court and there the evidence is recorded. If the Magistrate comes 

to the conclusion that there is prima facie case, that case is sent to the sessions' 

court. In the sessions' court, the trial takes place; the witnesses are produced 

and they are cross examined and re-examined and then the arguments are 

heard and after that the case is decided. In this process, a long time is required to 

dispose of the trials in the sessions' courts as well as the Magistrate courts. With 

this kind of procedure available to them, it would be possible for them to dispose of 

the cases in a very short possible time. 

One of the most important things which is being introduced in the modern criminal 

jurisprudence today in the world is this. The concept that the victim should be 

compensated is getting accepted in the modern criminal jurisprudence. In the old 

jurisprudence, the concept was to punish the offender, the perpetrator of the 

crime. Attention was not paid to the plight to which the victim is subjected. Now, 

this concept is getting accepted. There are some countries in the world which 

have accepted this concept of compensating the victim. The International Court 

of Criminal Justice has also accepted this concept, and they have said that there 

would be trusts, and those trusts would be giving compensation to the victims. 

Now, by amending this law, we are accepting the concept. The accused may be 

asked to give compensation to the victim if the case has to be disposed of in a 

lenient manner, and the accused can be asked to pay some money to the 

victim in order to make good the loss which he has sustained because of the 

offence committed. Now this is a new concept. Here, the accused is 

compensating the victim. 

The second idea, which we are introducing, is this. Recently, we have 

introduced the Communal Violence Prevention and compensation to the Victims 

Act, and that is going to go before the Standing Committee, and it 
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will come before this House. Now, in that law also, we have accepted this new 

concept, the new concept of compensating the people who suffer in communal 

violence. It is provided in that law that when a case is brought before a court, the 

Court can decide as to what kind of find should be imposed on the accused, 

and out of the fine amount so collected from the accused, the entire amount can 

be given or a portion of that amount can be given to the victim. It is also provided in 

that law that the State Government shall give compensation to the victim. It is 

provided that if any victim is there, the judge might say that the State 

Government shall compensate the victim. So, the funds shall come from 

Government coffers. 

The third was that the entire society also should compensate the victim. If any 

communal violence took place in any area, in the olden days, that particular area 

or that village or that town was made to give fine to the Government, and that 

fine was utilised for compensating the victims. Now, this new idea of compensating 

the victim is getting introduced in this Bill. This is one of the most important things 

which is going to happen. Up till now, even if a man was killed, the surviving 

members of that family were not given any compensation. Now, if a man is injured or 

killed or his property is destroyed, this law provides that the compensation can be 

given to him, and under this plea bargaining, this kind of provision is going to be 

available to the victim. And, in my opinion, this is one of the most important aspects 

of this Bill. Sir, this amending Bill, as it is before he House today, intends to do 

away with the provisions in the existing law relating to cruelty committed to a 

woman by her husband or by her relatives. Sir, in 1983,1 was a Member of the 

Lok Sabha; some offence had taken place against some women in Uttar 

Pradesh, and that matter was brought before the House. Then, the House 

unanimously decided that the law relating to punishment that could be awarded 

in cases, where the members of the family in which she was living subjected a 

woman to cruelty, should be very stringent. That is why it was provided that that 

case would be non-bailable and non--compoundable. That kind of provision was 

made. But, then, some Law Commission reports and some persons spoke 

against this provision of law. They said that, because of this, the families were 

getting disturbed. Husbands and wives may quarrel and a case may be filed in a 

court of a law, but if they want to live together, the case should be compounded and 

they should be allowed to live together. That is why this offence should be made 

bailable and compoundable. It was accepted. This plea was accepted. In the 

Standing Committee also, this plea was accepted. We have come to this House 

with that kind of an amendment. But, later, we have found that doing away with 

that kind of provision in the 
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existing law will not really help in doing real justice to women who suffer, but it 

will cause more injustice to them. Some organisations and some 

representatives of women have opposed this kind of amendment to the bill. And 

the Government has decided not to move this amendment and not to make this 

law bailable or compoundable. The present Bill has that provision. But I am not 

going to press for it. I am not going to ask for it. I think some private members are 

also going to move some amendments. But I am not going to press for that kind 

of a thing. 

Sir, the Criminal Procedure Code was amended and we have the Criminal 

Procedure Code which was given to us in 1973. But the Indian Penal Code is very 

old. The Law of Evidence is also very old. It was passed one-and-a-half century ago. 

This law is not that old; the Criminal Procedure Code is" not that old. But the 

procedural laws are very, very difficult. They are very complicated to understand 

and also difficult to use. That is why this is the second set of amendments with 

which we have come to this House. It has really become necessary for us to 

have a second look at the Criminal Procedure Code, which we have with us today. 

The old Criminal Procedure Code was a good law. And, yet, it was not helpful to 

the accused as well as to the prosecution and, so, it was amended. Even the 

amended Criminal Procedure Code is not helpful in many respects. Many things have 

become visible to us now. It has become necessary for uso adopt those things. For 

instance, in criminal cases, dependency is on oral evidence. In civil matters, the 

dependency is on documentary evidence. But in criminal cases, up to this time, the 

dependence has been on oral and direct evidence. In criminal cases, one can 

depend on circumstantial evidence also, on technological evidence also. But we 

are not paying attention to circumstantial evidence or technological evidence and 

we are trying to get oral evidence only produced in a court of law in order to 

dispense justice in criminal matters. That is not helpful. It has become necessary for 

us to shift from oral evidence to circumstantial evidence. It is said that witnesses 

may lie but the circumstances do not. That is why it is more dependable to rely 

upon circumstantial evidence than on oral evidence. As to how we can rely upon 

circumstantial evidence, we shall have to decide. 

I had the occasion to go to China and visit laboratories which they have set up 

for conducting criminal cases. I was surprised to see that they are depending more 

and more on new technologies. Now, the genetic technology is being used. Then, all 

the cases which have been investigated in recent times are re-investigated and 

they have come to the conclusion, not with the help of oral evidence, but with 

the help of the evidence collected by 
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them by following the conversations on the cell phones in the country. So, the 

criminal jurisprudence has to pay more attention to the circumstantial evidence, to 

the technical evidence and to the modern things which are becoming visible. 

Up to this time, we were paying attention to the oral evidence and the systems 

that we were having, now, that is what we shall have to do it. We are on the job of 

studying these issues, and we would like to change the Criminal Procedure Code 

in such a manner that it would be able to help us to do real justice in all the 

criminal matters. Sir, these are the provisions of this amending Bill, and these 

provisions are acceptable to all the Members of this House. I hope that the hon. 

Members will support this amending Bill, and help us in getting this Bill passed. 

The question was proposed. 

SHRl RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD (Bihar): Sir, I am grateful that you have 

given me the opportunity to speak on this Bill of some importance and 

relevance. Before, Sir, I comment on the various provisions of the Bill, I would like 

to make certain general observations and one caveat which is particularly being 

asked from hon. the Home Minister. If hon. the Home Minister pays me a little 

attention, I will be grateful. There was some amendment in May, June, July 

this year with regard to bail provisions. There were certain agitations by some 

members of the Bar, some lawyers and some other associations. And, all those 

provisions, after having been passed by both the Houses of Parliament were 

kept in abeyance. My caveat is, I am afraid; the same consequence may not befall 

on this Bill as well. Hon. the Home Minister, you were a little preoccupied when I 

was asking about a caveat from you. You may recall that in June, July, 2005, 

there was an amendment Bill of the CrPC whereby certain stringent provisions 

were incorporated as regards to bail and a host of other provisions. And, if I am not 

mistaken, because of certain agitations by lawyers and others, those provisions 

after having been passed by both the House of Parliament were kept in 

abeyance. I am sure, the same consequence would not fall, as far as the present 

provisions are concerned. Sir, what are my general observations? I take a cue from 

what you have just observedin your introductory remarks. Close to three crore 

cases and pending in this country. A majority of those are criminal cases. Our legal 

system is based upon the Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence which proceeds upon the 

premise of innoence of the accused and a presumption thereof. Obviously, that 

premise cannot be questioned. But, those who are the victims of the offence, those 

who are the informants, certainly, also have got the right to ensure that those 

who are culpable must be brought to book. And, obviously, the experience in 

this connection is not very encouraging, which ultimately impulse us to come 

with one amendment or the other. 
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Sir, you would recall that in criminal justice system, there are three 

components. One is the police; two is the prosecutor and the third is the justice 

delivery system. In civil law, we have come with alternative dispute redressel 

mechanism. One cannot do so in criminal law because the right to punish is the 

sovereign act of the State which cannot be bartered away in favour of any 

alternative mechanism. There has to be policing; there has to be investigation; there 

has to be prosecution; there has to be conviction by a court constituted in 

accordance with the law. This sovereign responsibility cannot, at all, be given 

to any other authority. Sir, what is the position today? We are suffering in terms of 

policing; we are suffering in terms of proper prosecution; and, as a result, the 

consequence is that proper justice delivery system is not beint delivered. Hon. 

Home Minister, I am given to understand that the conviction rate is 10 per cent. 

Correct me if I am wrong; I would like to know from you, certainly, as to what is the 

conviction rate in this country. If this is the level of acquittal, then, perhaps, 

something is seriously amiss which you need to address. And when we are 

getting the opportunity to discuss these important provisions by way of an 

amendment in the Cr. PC, certain connected and relevant issues can also be 

focused upon. I would be grateful if the hon. Home Minister can enlighten us on 

those concerns.       > 

What steps are being taken up to improve the policing in this country? What 

steps are being taken to strengthen the investigative capacity of the police? These 

levels of acquittals are happening only because the investigation is not proper. 

The prosecution fails. May be, the time has come to ensure an effective training 

for policing and for investigation. That is an area which is seriously lacking all over 

the country. 

Hon. Home Minister talked about the technical evidence to be given 

preference. That idea is fairly welcome, Sir. Today, the country is facing the 

scourge of extremism, the scourge of terrorism.* Sir, how many convictions 

are there in the cases of naxalite killings? In the State from which I come, or 

other adjoining States, if any person seeks to help the police, a gang comes and 

kills 10-15 people! I would like to know whether those victims have the right to 

have some punishment to those who are creating mayhem in the rural side? 

Certainly, the hon. Home Minister, it will be interesting for us to know as to how 

many convictions have been done in extremism-related cases. Terrorism is 

separate. 

I am given to understand that the rate of proceeding even against rank naxal 

leaders for various instances of murders and mayhem is absolutely disgusting, to 

say the least. Perhaps, all this is a reflection when talking 
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about the technical aspect of evidence. I would like to remind the hon. Home 

Minister that in the much-maligned POTA, there was a provision of intercepts 

where the mobile phone conversations, other electronic devices, communications 

could be used as evidence That was indeed used as evidence. In case of 

attack on Parliament, convictions were there. All right, maybe, for a variety of 

reasons including political, POTA is not there today, but what law is there which 

recognises the legal evidence of these communications and other electronic, 

technical devices which you mentioned about? It is time to ponder; it is time to 

reflect 

Therefore, hon. Home Minister, the reason as to why I am making all these 

observations is that the criminal justice system in the country is under siege. 

This word I am using with a full sense of responsibility. It is time to address this 

issue Let me take the opportunity of your presence and the discussion on this 

amendment to raise this larger issue on the criminal justice system in the 

country. 

We came up with fast track courts where we had stated that all the 

sessions trials pending for two years or more must be given priority. I 

remember, I had the occasion to handle that issue in the Government, that was 

giving very good results Can we extend that kind of delivery system in other 

matters as well? Because, you in your introductory remarks and also in the 

Statement of Objects and Reasons, mentioned the long pendency of criminal 

cases has been indicated as a matter of serious concern. There is a very 

famous saying in law-newer challenges call for newer solutions Are we prepared 

in the light of this despicable situation to come out with never solutions? We will 

be grateful if the hon the Home Minister can enlighten us on some of the ideas, 

which the Government is sharing, as also the new initiatives, which he proposes 

to take And I would be particularly curious to know as to what initiative the 

Government is seeking to take as far as giving legal recognition to technical 

evidence is concerned. The Information Act is there; the other Acts are there 

They have a limited purpose. They do not come as far as tackling serious criminal 

cases are concerned Therefore, I would like to know this from the hon. the 

Home Minister.' 

Now, coming to the specific part of provisions, Sir, I stand here to support it. I have 

certain observations to make, which I will make. But at the very outset, let me 

also congratulate the hon. the Home Minister that at least this is one of the rare 

initiatives of the previous NDA Government which has found favour with the 

present Government and is being continued I think I must thank the 

Government in general and the hon the Home 
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Minister in particular for carrying into effect a legislation, which was initiated 

by the previous Government. 

Now, Sir, let me come to certain specific provisions and here while 

clause 195 (a) gives a bigger punishment, larger punishment, enhanced 

punishment to those who seek to induce or force a person to give or not to 

give an evidence and the punishment that has been given is for seven 

years, including false evidence, hon. Home Minister, if you see the 

Mallimath Committee Report, there is a whole provision on witness 

protection programme. What is the initiative in that regard? From my own 

experience as a lawyer and as an activist both, on the ground also, let me 

say, Sir, a lack of witness protection programme is one of the biggest 

stumbling blocks in prosecuting trial of criminal cases. This is more so, 

the hon. the Home Minister, in cases of those where there are mafia 

elements who can use strong arm tactics. What is the position of all other 

cases? Therefore, witness protection programme, the hon. the Home 

Minister, is very important. Though a provision has been made that 

enhanced punishment can be given, but to what extent protection is to be 

given to the witnesses who are prepared to depose. I would like to know 

from you what is the pogramme in various other cases where significant 

mafia elements are involved. That is the ground reality. In many cases 

police officers seek to have protection against those mafia elements because 

they are not in a position to secure the presence of witness. If they take 

initiative even they come under threat. Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, therefore, 

witness protection programme with due statutory backing, with proper 

police safeguards, as a statutory obligation, must be given a proper 

recognition in law. This is my humble suggestion while making my 

observation on clause 195 (a), which is indeed a correct provision. Sir, 

clauses 161 and 162 are fair enough. When an offence takes place 

particularly where death is the punishment, then police officer must go 

and take the witnesses to the magistrate and the same is recorded because 

there is a sanctity and he cannot retrace from there. There is a caveat as 

far as clause 162 is concerned and I would like the hon. Home Minister to 

clarify some of the simmering doubts which arise because clause 162 

talks of material witness who will also put his signature on the deposition 

that he gives before the police, he has to sign it. Now, you may be aware 

that under article 21 of the Constitution, you cannot be forced to become 

a witness against........ (Interruptions).... 

SHRI SHIVRAJ V. PATH: That provision is being withdrawn. This Bill was 

referred to the Standing Committee and the Committee recommended 
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that a witness should not be compelled to sign the statement. So, it is being 

withdrawn. 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD: I am grateful that you have clarified the 

position. Clause 164A is a correct provision. As I said, it is an improvement 

upon Section 161 because it is an obligation that the statement must be 

recorded before a Magistrate so that he cannot retract it subsequently. Now, I 

make my observations on plea bargaining. It is, indeed, a welcome step. I 

remember the Law Commission, headed by Mr. Thakkar, itself recommended that 

why plea bargaining should be included. I would like to quote the reasons as to why 

the Law Commission, headed by Mr. Thakkar, in its 142nd Report, talked of plea 

bargaining. It has given five reasons. They are interesting. Most people arrested are 

guilty anyway. Why bother a trial? This is the first reason. The second one was, 

'why waste public money'? The third one was, 'plea bargaining is a compromise. 

Both sides give a little and gain a little.' The fourth one is 'trial consumes time and 

cost.' And the fifth one is, 'it is best for both sides to avail it since, on the one hand, 

there is always a chance that even if accused is guilty and the evidence is 

adequate, there is a chance of a slip-up. On the other, the accused saves time and 

money and earns a concession in the form of a less serious offence or sentence. 

Sir, plea bargaining, as a concept, is prevalent in America on a very substantial 

way. People say that almost 80 per cent of criminal cases are settled through the 

process of plea bargaining. There, if I am given to understand, it is outside the 

court. What is an improvement in our law is that plea bargaining has been given 

a proper statutory cover. It is good. But, Sir, there are two or three caveats here 

which I would like to share with the hon. Home Minister. And, I am sure he would 

enlighten us while replying to this Bill, illiteracy is rampant in India. You have given 

a limit that offences punishable for seven years and above shall not come within 

the ambit of plea bargaining. Most of these petty cases are in the rural side like 

aam jhagda, measurement of lands, etc. Does an illiterate victim understand 

the implication of plea bargaining? How to ensure that the opportunity given for 

plea bargaining to an accused is not used by him to the disadvantage of an 

illiterate victim? That is, indeed, a very serious concern which I would like the 

hon. Home Minister to address when he gives his reply. Yes; there is a provision 

that when mutually satisfactory aspects are being made out, then, the notice 

shall also be issued in the form of a Writ. As of now, hon. Deputy Chairman, Sir, you 

know, in a case initiated by a police FIR, the victim does not have any effective say. 

In plea bargaining, the victim is given an opportunity. It is a good opportunity. We 

appreciate that. But.our concern is that. The second 
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concern, Mr. hon. Home Minister, you will appreciate, is this The Standing 

Committee has recommended, in its very well prepared Report, about the 

Directorate of Prosecution to ensure effective mechanism of plea bargaining. If you 

recall, Mr. Minister, in Veenet Narayan's case, the Supreme Court had 

mentioned the same concept. Do we have any autonomous mechanism on 

the lines of the Directorate of Prosecution to ensure that plea bargaining is 

conducted in a fair, just and proper manner which is beneficial to both-accused 

and illiterate victim. That is, indeed, a concern which I would, certainly, like to 

share 

Lastly, Mr. hon Home Minister, there is one rather curious concern which I 

have, as far as plea bargaining is concerned, and, that is, Clause 265F. If you 

kindly have a look at it, it says, 'Notwithstanding anything contained in any law 

for time being in force, the punishment imposed under this Chapter shall be 

considered expiatory in nature and no person punished under this Chapter shall be 

liable to any disability under any law for the time being in force on the ground that 

he has been punished under this chapter' Now the maximum punishment is 

seven years. Under the Representation of People's Act, if your conviction in two 

years or more you stand disqualified. If he gets a punishment under this, would it 

be that in spite of this punishment he is not disqualified to contest an election. 

(Interruptions) This is a concern that I would like the Home Minister to address 

because, the hon. Minister knows, there are 3-4 types of cases, those who are 

mafia elelments, death sentence and most of the others are small offences, 

like,jhagra, etc.—seven years and below. If the plea-bargaining, ultimately, ends 

on a sentence of two years, or, a little above, would it disqualify him, or, would it 

not? Because, under section 265(f), it says, ..only expiatory in nature". If that 

happens, it is a little matter of concern, which I would like you to kindly clarify. 

Sir, other provisions are quite welcome. I appreciate them, except the 

concerns that I have addressed. 

Lastly, I would like to say that making 498(a) a compoundable, at the instance 

of a married woman, is a fairly good amendment being brought about. Section 

498(a) is one of the most abused provisions in the Indian Criminal Law, often the 

courts have committed upon. This provision, at times, has been used to settle 

scores between mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law. Therefore, let this provision 

not become an instrument to create a permanent discord in the matrimonial life of 

a couple. There has to be a way out. And, that way out is not there. Now, this, 

having been made compoundable, is a fairly welcome move. 
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Therefore, Sir, in conclusion, I support this Bill. However, I would like the 

hon. Home Minister to make his response to some of the serious concerns he 

has introduced. Yes, it is rightly stated that we need to revisit the CrPC of 1973. 

The impression that.I got was that you are against piecemeal amendments. Is 

it your case, then, that the Government proposes to overhaul the CrPC 

completely? The report of the malimath Committee has come about. If that is 

going to be the case, then, this will have to be preceded by a larger consultation. I 

am quite sure, on the floor of the Parliament, that these observations need a little 

clarification. 

With these words, Sir, I conclude my speech. 

SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK (Gba): Sir, I stand here to support the Bill. 

However, at the outset, I would like to mention that whenever any reforms come in 

legislation, like, for instance, in the background, I would like to say that the Civil 

Procedure Code was amended some years back by the other regime. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (Prof. P.J. Kurian) in the Chair] 

And, for a speedy trial and speedy justice certain amendments were sought 

to be introduced. Ultimately, it transpired that time for filling written statement was 

substantially curtailed; time for producing documents was curtailed. And, many 

other limitations were also imposed. Who are the sufferers? Sufferers are the 

weaker sections of the society. I am mentioning this because crime and land 

disputes are together. Richer class, elite class have their records intact in their 

houses, ready to be produced before any court, at any time. But the weaker sections 

of the society have suffered because of the reforms in the CPC, at that time. They 

are still in force. I would had put a question, but the Government says that they are 

not anti-poor, or, anti-weaker sections, whatever it is. But reforms should not lead 

to such consequences. And, every Government has to keep this in mind. This I 

would like to say in background. 

The present amendments, no doubt, are of far-reaching consequences, as far as 

justice is concerned. But I would have been happy if there were exhaustive 

amendments in the IPC and the CrPC. And, all the observations of the courts of 

law, in criminal matters, were covered under these two legislations, because 

courts make observations, pronouncements, judgements, some of which may 

be acceptable to the Government, and some of which may not be acceptable to 

the Government. Analyses have to be made of such pronouncements and, at 

the opportune time, in legislation, we have to say 'yes' or 'no' to those 

pronouncements. I am not 
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aware whether such analysis were made with respect to the pronouncements 

in criminal matters. 

In general terms, Sir, I would like to mention one aspect that we govern our 

system under old laws, as our Home Minister has also referred to. We are still 

governing the police under the Delhi Police Act of 1861, and our IPC is as old as 

the last century. Now, the question is: should we not give a thought to these 

legislations? The other day I put a question in Parliament regarding the State Police 

Acts of the various State Governments. The Central Government had no 

information whether the State Governments have enacted Police Acts and which 

are those States. I think, this is a vital information which should be maintained at the 

Central level. Forget about the other things, the Central Bureau of Investigation is 

being governed by an old legislation. Now, Sir, the Central Bureau of Investigation is 

an effective machinery and they are playing an effective role in today's crime 

scenario. And the job that they are doing, we must say, is a commendable job. 

Should not that be regulated by a proper legislation? We have no guidelines regarding 

the cases which are to be referred to the CBI, the cases which they accept for the 

purpose of prosecution, the cases which, normally, the Central Government would 

like to recommend to be taken up by the Central Government. Therefore, in this 

whole scenario, it is essential that instead of the Central Bureau of Investigation 

being governed under a very old legislation, linked with CrPC no doubt, that an 

independent legal machinery should be provided for the purpose of regulating the 

Central Bureau of Investigation in the present scenario especially. 

As regards criminal jurisprudence, we have before us now, the Justice V.S. 

Malimath Committee Report. There are already provisions which are 

controversial, no doubt, right from the beginning of burden of proof. He 

recommends that the burden of proof should lay with the accused. Nobody would 

accept that. But, there are, if I am not mistaken, a few legislations which impose, 

even today, the burden of proof on the accuses. May be, there are limited type of 

legislations. But, as far as the right to silence is concerned, some analysis has to 

be made with respect to this right. There is a view that if you do away with this right, 

the Constitution will be violated. No doubt it is there. But in some respects this 

right has to be restricted because unless you get a view from the accused, you 

cannot rightfully draw certain inferences. The accused version is a vital information. 

Today, we are deprived of that information. And, as a result, Abu Salem has started 

saying that he is suffering from amnesia. Nobody will be able to judge whether 

it is so, except by medical reports. Therefore, if a court of law is 
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entitled to ask him on this question, then, his version will be a vital information 

for the purpose of justice. Therefore, no court of law, according to me, should be 

deprived of such information. Then, there is a valid principle, no doubt, that, "Accused 

is innocent till proved guilty". I think this terminology has to be changed a bit. 

'Accused is innucent' appears to be too far. I think that terminology has to be 

changed. It should be, "that accused is suspect till he is proved guilty". 

Because with all that prima facie evidence which comes against an accused, 

still calling him an innocent, because he is still to be proved guilty, looks rather odd 

Therefore, I think a neo principle has to come to light saying, "acused is suspect, 

till proved guilty". 

Now, coming to section 164 A, in certain matters like punishable with death 

or imprisonment for seven years or more, the accused has to be taken before a 

judicial magistrate or a Metropolitan Magistrate, etc. for the statement. What are the 

guidelines for the purpose of assessing voluntary nature of the statement? Nothing 

has been laid down. Perhaps it is left to the interpretation, of course. Ultimately, 

when these matters go to the court, the entire section will be laid down by the 

courts. When one should consider it is voluntary, when one should consider it under 

coercion, when one should consider there was no promise or lure to that person 

do. All these guidelines will be laid down by the court of law, which we could 

have, very well, laid down here. Ultimately, this section will be redundant and the 

provisions that will be laid down in the course of time by the courts will be the law. 

Therefore, it is better that we provide the basic ingredients to this section. 

Then, a new technology has come. Confessional statements have become 

very relevant. Just sidetracking them will do no justice to the society as a 

whole. Why not resort to video recording of confessional statements wherever 

they take place, whether it is before police station, whatever may be the 

relevance of that statements, whether it is before Magistrate, as permissible 

under the new provision. Perhaps, I would venture to say that live recording of 

such statements should be made. We should go as far as that, in future, important 

trails in the country, important session trials or important trial, as we consider of 

the type which take place now, should be telecast live. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Just like a 'sting operation'. 

SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK: Yes. Sir, people are entitled to know 

what is happening in these trials People are anxious to know who commit all 

sorts of crime against the nation. Those who commit crime 
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against the nation, against the sovereignty and integrity of India, their trials 

should be shown live to the public so that people will know what is happening. 

There should be total transparency for the world to understand. Then, nobody would 

accuse the Government of India. When they go abroad, they say that they will not get 

a fair trial. But our country has shown in the last 50 years how our courts function, 

how independent and fair our courts are. But if somebody goes abroad and say, 

'No, I will not get a fair trial; therefore, I should not be extradited'. Therefore, I, 

strongly, propose that live telecast of certain trials should be made. 

Then, Sir, in case of false evidence, of course, the cases of false evidence are very 

common theese days, and punishment for such offenders is necessary. 

However, Sir, under 195 A which is a new section, what is the punishment 

provided for? It is seven years or with fine or in court. Now, when you say seven 

years or with fine, in the first case of offences, judges are inclined to impose fine. 

Therefore, unless certain punishment is made compulsory for these offences, they 

will not be deterrent. There is a fashion to give imprisonment till the rising of the 

court. If the court wants to punish, •it orders imprisonment till the rising of the 

court, that is, one day's imprisonment. The person is made to sit in the court to 

fulfil this condition. Therefore, Sir, in these types of cases, I feel, there must be 

some compulsory punishment to be given. 

As far as plea bargaining is concerned, there are plus and minus points. As Ravi 

Shankarji has rightly pointed out, there are many things which have to be 

considered. The Chapter XXIA is no doubt a good chapter, but it contains some flaws 

also. One can now bargain in case of offences other than those punishable with 

death sentence, life sentence, seven years' imprisonment, etc. In this case, Sir, 

how will the machinery of a court judge the voluntary nature of these 

applications for plea bargaining? It is very, very difficult. I have seen Apharan 

very recently. And after seeing Apharan, I think, our I.P.C. and Cr. P.C. have no 

meaning; they are just redundant; they are shocking. In the background of that 

movie, a picture that I have got in mind, I feel that strong precautionary measures 

have to be taken with respect to this application for plea bargaining. Considering 

the poverty that exists in our country and threats to the family that are likely to 

be given, rape offences may be converted by such threats into minor 

molestations, so that they are not obstructed, are covered under this plea 

bargaining provision. So many things can happen. Sir, although this provision is a 

good provision in principle, unless there are proper guidelines to examine each 

of these ingredients of voluntaryness to ensure that there are no threats, coercion 

or any other promises, this additional 
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chapter may not give them necessary results. Then I come to expiatory nature 

of offences which the hon. Member has mentioned. He has said that in certain 

offences two years' punishment will disqualify a person from contesting elections. I 

would like to state that under the Representatien of People's Act, there are many 

sections, which, I mentioned, disqualify a person from contesting election. Not 

necessary two years, in certain offences, even one day's punishment is 

sufficient to disqualify a person from contesting elections, and, in certain 

offences, two years and above. 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD: I agree. 

SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK: In such a matter, what is the 

consequence of this nature? If this be so, then these accused, who are 

prospective candidates are convicted or likely to be convicted, then these people 

are likely to exert (Time-bell) coercion, undue influence, and all sorts of tactics 

against persons, so that they file applications for the purpose of plea bargaining. 

Sir, if the conviction rate in the country has to be increased, then in the entire 

States, we should strengthen our prosecution machinery by modern gadgets, by 

providing our prosecutors proper salaries, by giving them necessary scientific 

methodology, and by making them independent, free and fearless for the purpose 

of prosecuting deadly criminals in the country. If we want to increase the rate of 

conviction, then this strengthening of prosecution machinery is a must today. 

Lastly, Sir, as far as extradition treaty is concerned, we have to do 

something with regard to that. Abu Salem was brought here with an 

international commitment. We read it in newspapers. Nobody knew what was the 

nature of those commitments; nobody told the people of India about it. As a 

result, when on second or third day accused was produced before a Judge, the 

Judge remarked, "Don't come here under preconditions." The Government of India has 

given some commitments; Judge says, "Don't come before me with pre-condition." 

The highest police officers who briefed the Press also said, "It is a matter of 

arguments, we don't know at this juncture what is it"? Why such things should 

remain intriguing. If there are international commitments which are to be obeyed, 

then also, the people of the country should know what is the law on the matter; 

because otherwise it looks, Government of India commits something, court says 

something, nobody knows what it is and, therefore, I think there must be a 

definite policy in this matter. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (PROF. P. J. KURIAN): Okay, please conclude now. 
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SHRI SHANTARAM LAXMAN NAIK: And if there is international 

commitment, people should be told. With these words, Sir, I support the Bill. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (PROF. P. J. KURIAN): Thank you. Shri A. 

Vijayaraghavan. 

SHRI A. VIJAYARAGHAVAN (Kerala): Sir, here we are discussing about an 

important Bill which has important rarrvfications in the legal system which is 

prevailing in our country. It was a move by the previous Government to amend the Cr. 

P.C. That move was actually a change, a shift, from the existing system which was 

prevailing in our country for nearly one century. And the move was like this. 

Actually, there was a shift from the Anglo-Saxon system to the US system The 

previous Government's approach was a pro-US approach and this Bill, as such, 

was a product of that pro-US approach. While we are going through a piece of 

legislation, we have to look into the details—whether it would be helpful to the 

poorer sections of society, or, will it give a further strength to the affluent section 

in our society, with regard to this Bill, I have a feeling that it would be more 

helpful for the richer and affluent sections in our society. They would be able to 

enter more and more in the judicial system in our country. The first attempt was to 

encroach on the Fundamental Rights of our people. Here, I do not want to go into 

details. When we were discussing about this, two important issues are, the witness 

protection and the witness turning hostile. In both these cses, at the outset, the 

first part, that is Sections 161 to 164, the original attempt was to give more 

powers to the police. Then, the second one was to give more powers to the 

Magistrate. And here, during the investigation, all the statement would be 

recorded by the Magistrate and at a later stage, he would make a judgement on 

those statements. That was the main concern raised against this amendment in 

the first part of this legislation and simultaneously, it was an attack on the right 

to silence guaranteed under Article 20 (3) of the Constitution of India. Even 

though the Home Minister has accepted a part of it, with regard to signatures, 

still, I have my own doubts whether it will further encroach on the Fundamental 

Rights of the citizens in our country which should be avoided. 

Similarly, Sir, with regard to the witness turning hostile, here also, Sir, in this 

country, when we are discussing about this matter, the witness turning hostile 

is a manifestation of the rot of the system and not the cause. That aspect we 

have to consider. When we see a high-profile case like the Best Bakery, in spite 

of all the protection afforded, the witness 
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turned hostile for the second time. That experience we have and we are going 

through this when we are attempting to change this piece of legislation. Naturally, a 

distinction needs to be made. It understands restrictions which are due to 

compulsions and situations which amount to corrupt practices deliberately 

faltering before the court at the stage of evidence for bribes received from the 

accused. So, in this way, a proper analysis is needed to find out whether it is a 

proper piece of legislation or not. In our country, there is a division between the 

rich and the poor, and we have to think about this difference while introducing 

such a change in this particular clause of this Bill. 

Thirdly, with regard to clause 265A, plea bargaining and summary trial etc., 

there are some doubts. Here also, some hon. Members have already expressed 

their concerns about clause 265(f). What does it mean? Clause 265(f) itself is a 

manifestation that the richer section can utilise this piece of legislation as an 

escape route. This is very much clear from the provision in clause 265 (f). Again, by 

introducing this plea bargaining, the aggrieved will lose their valuable right since 

the right to appeal is taken away from that provision. Similarly, after initiation of the 

proceedings for plea bargaining, in case the court finds it proper to disallow that 

plea, and proceeds with trial of the case, the aggrieved will be highly prejudiced 

in the trial of the case, and the judge or the presiding officer would also find it 

embarrassing. This problem is also there. Once there is an attempt for this thing, 

then again, it will be before the magistrate, and this problem will arise. 

Thirdly, the police may play havoc with the accused persons in their custody 

and may presurize them to apply for plea bargaining. That possibility is very much 

there in our country. What system is prevailing here? The police have an upper 

hand over the poor man. Naturally, that possibility is there. The police may play 

havoc with the poor man. Likewise, they may influence the aggrieved persons also 

and get their induced consent, and in case, the court did not accept the offer and 

finds it proper to refuse the plea bargaining, then the entire proceedings may be 

prejudiced and will play havoc with the right of plea of innocence, and this will 

disrupt the entire proceedings. This is the glaring defect that can be pointed out 

in this kind of a new system which is foreign to the age-old concept of pleadings 

of the accused. So, naturally, while introducing this new system, there are so many 

arguments. There are crores of cases pending before different courts in our 

country, and this is a short cut to reduce the pendency. But for a country like India, 

where there is a possibility of misusing the system, what was the experience 

which we have during the last 58 years 
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Of Independence. Whenever there is a loophole, that was misused by the richer section in 

our society, and they used the power of the police, the power of the administration and 

governance always as an escape route for the affluent section in our society. So, naturally, 

while introducing this thing, we need sufficient safeguards to avoid the misuse of this 

provision. 

Finally, with regard to amendment of section 320 Cr.P.C. and 498A in this Bill, I would 

like to say, in this august House that this is a positive thing because this was an issue 

which we have discussed during the introduction of this Bill. Unfortunately, even now, 

this is a point for discussion. These right wing forces in our country are trying to dilute the 

safeguards for women in our country. Of course, there is an assurance from the Minister. 

Even now, I am very much concerned about this thing. These right wing forces are opposing 

this move. I cannot understand why they are opposing this positive step. Finally, even the 

Government when they originally placed this Bill before thd House, was not ready to accept 

this particular provision which was against the interest of women in our society. At last, 

because of the compulsion of this House and also because of the recommendations and 

suggestions made by the Left Parties the Government is ready to accept this provision 

which was included in this Bill by the previous Government. This is a right step taken 

by this Government. I think, it is because of this step only that this Bill has become a landmark 

because this Government is able to curtail the move to restrict the rights of women in our 

society. I am grateful to the Government for the bold step which they have taken in this 

regard, and I hope that the Government will be very careful about the apprehensions that are 

expressed with regard to this Bill. The legal system shuold not be turned fully in favour of 

the richer sections of our society, and sufficient safeguards should be there against the misuse 

of this piece of legislation in the amendments to be made. 

SHRI N. JOTHI (Tamil Nadu): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I support certain provisions of the 

Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill and I also oppose certain provisions of this Bill. Sir, as far as 

clause 2 concerning an amendment proposed to be made in section 195 of the Indian Penal 

Code is concerned, it contains sub-clauses (a) and (b). Section 506 of IPC can take care of 

sub-clause (a) and section 195 of IPC can take care of sub-clause (b), except seven years 

imprisonment. The only aggravated from of seven years imprisonment is sought to be made. 

Otherwise; two provisons are already available in the Indian Penal Code. In section 195, that 

can be very easily foisted upon any person. Suppose a witness has turned 

hostile. 
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The prosecutor may say that the witness has turned hostile because of this 

particular accused. Then, immediately, the witness will be prosecuted, or he can be 

hauled up for seven years imprisonment. This sentence is very severe for the 

purpose for which the witness is called for. So, I oppose the sentence on two parts: 

(a) since two enabling provisions are already available, there is no need of 

having section 195A. And this sentence is also very excessive. So, I oppose it 

on that ground also. 

Sir, coming to the amendment to be made under section 161 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure, there are two provisos which are now sought to be added to 

section 161. If one looks at section 161 asawhole, it says that the investigating 

officer need not write the statement; he need not take down the statement if he 

intends to record the statement before the Magistrate. Sir, this will only deJay the 

process. Suppose a Magistrate is not available; he may be on leave. There will 

be an Incharge Magistrate. An Incharge Magistrate could be already burdened 

with two courts; he may not have time to record the statement. Suppose three or four 

witnesses usher to him. In the jurisdiction of several police stations, there are 

several crimes committed on a particular day or in a particular week. This will 

further delay the investigation, and the credibility of evidence available 

immediately after the occurrence will deter the recording of such statements. In 

addition to that section 161 forms part of the investigation. Even though section 

164 is today available with the limited scope for recording the Statement of 

witness, the courts have come down heavily on resorting to such practices. No 

sanctity is attached to such statements except if it is a confessional statement 

under section 164. If, there is a statement to be recorded under section 161 by 

the Magistrate, no sanctity will be immediately given to that except a fear which 

can be infused into the witness. And courts have come heavily on that: "Don't have 

this kind of practice," I am having the judgement right now. A full constitution bench 

of the Supreme Court has come down heavily that such a practice should not 

be resorted to. Now, we are legalising it. I am opposing these two provisions 

sought to be added to section 161. In addition to that, it will create an additional 

burden on the court. The courts are already heavily burdened with a lot of the file 

work. This kind of recording work alone will go on for days together in the courts. In 

addition to this, as regards recording of the statement under section 164 by the 

magistrate, mainly we have got rural rustic witnesses. If he is ushered before the 

magistrate for recording the statement under section 161, which a police officer 

should do, which he has been doing all along, it will only create some kind of fear 

psychosis in the witness mind. Either he may not tell the truth or he may 

exaggerate 
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it which he may not maintain at the time of trial later. Then he will be hauled up 

under section 195A for 7 years imprisonment. According to me, this is not a 

progressive step. It is not at all a progressive step. Kindly have a rethinking on 

this. A few months ago we had carried out a lot amendments in the Cr. P.C. A 

lot of agitations took place all over India. Then you have suspended their 

applicability. The Minister of State for Home Affairs is fully aware of it. They have 

been now suspended. Nearly 50 amendments which you had brought about have 

not been suspended and they have'no applicability. Don't add this also to it. Kindly 

have a rethinking on it. This is what I humbly pray. 

The next point is the signature of the witness that should be obtained on the 

161 statements. It is another bad step. Whose independence are you doubting? 

You are doubting either the independence of the witness or the independence of the 

investigating officer or the court. You are suspecting. So, you want to have the thumb 

impression or the signature of the witness. Whom do you want to buy? You want 

to buy the witness. Sir, as you know, most of our witnesses, as i have already 

said, are rural rustic witnesses. You want his signature appended down below 

the statement or on what you have written. Most of the practising lawyers know, Mr. 

Ram Jethmalani knows it well, that under section 161, statements are mostly 

cooked up version of the police. They are cooked up version of the police. The 

cases are mainly thrown out because the over-enthusiastic police officers 

recored the statement without getting into the truth or write it in the name of 

somebody, that somebody is now made to append his signature down below. If he 

doesn't stick to that, he will be hauled up for 7 years imprisonment. These are 

all the problems which we are facing. What the greatness in getting the signature? 

You don't believe his version, but you believe his signature. It is not correct. The 

independence of the trial is being curtailed by this kind of methodology, coercion 

and duress which is exhibited by the signature obtained thereon. I oppose this 

clause which authorises the police officer to obtain the signature of the witness. 

Now, I come to the point of giving copies freely and immediately. That is what he 

has stated. Even now there is a ruling that a copy of the FIR should be given 

immediately to the informant. In how many cases is it being done? In how 

many cases are the police giving it? There are so many judgements to this 

effect. In Dr. D.K. Basu's case, it was stated that the grounds for arrest should be 

immediately sent to the person who is arrested. In how many cases is it being 

stated? These are all laws being written for the purpose of overriding. These are 

not sought to be put into 
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practice. On the simple ground, whether you have given a copy immediately or not, 

the case will be thrown out. If a copy of the FIR is not given and if the witness 

resiles thereafter from his earlier version, the case will be thrown out. You are 

giving ideas as to how to throw out the cases. This is what I could visualise from 

these provisions. 

4 

Now, I come to plea bargaining what is called no law contender in certain 

countries. He is not contesting any law. He is bargaining with the opposition party 

to quantify the compensation and he wants to go away with it. This is what is 

now sought to be achieved for which as process is being drawn. The application 

will be put up. Then the veracity of it has to be tested by the Magistrate. 

Thereafter, the public prosecutor has to take steps. Then, the injured will be called 

in. He will be quantified. Then the victim will be called in and he will be quantified. 

Thereafter- the payment will be made. Is it not plea bargaining? False cases 

would fie filed for the purpose of extracting money. This is what is going to 

happen now under the guise of plea bargaining. Already, we can see such 

theings in motor accident cases. What is being done is, small injury is being 

blown out of proportion and money is being extracted from insurance companies. 

The booty is being shared by so many people. I do not want to lake names of 

parties which are sharing the booty in motor accident case.3 Like that, we are going 

to convert our criminal court cases into a sharing business. It will be shared 

among so many participants under the g uise of plea bargaining. If I take their 

names, I will be denigrating this institution. I do not want to say it openly; although 

I am speaking in Parliamesnt and I am supposed to tell it very frankly. Still, I 

would like to caution them. Shri Regupathy, the Minister of State, who himself is 

a lawyer, knows who all are involved in such plea bargaining. The court has to go into 

the authenticity of the application. The public prosecutor then has to take steps. The 

victim will step in and then the Magistrate will quantify him. So many persons 

get involved in it. What will happen to them? I leave it to your imagination without 

pinpointing who will have the lion's share and who will nave a smaller share. 

These are all foreign concepts, especially Western ccncepts. Let us not have these 

things. A person will get himself injured in order to extract money. It will lead you 

to that extent. Sir, I oppose very strongly this plea bargaining business. It says 

that the offences will be not ified later. What are those offences which could be 

brought under plea bargaining? That will be done later through a notification. 

Who makes a notification? Now the subordinate legislation makes a 

notification. Subordinate legislation is done by officers. So the power of 

Parliament is 
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being delegated to the officers who will decide as to what are the offences, under 

which enactment, which could be brought under plea bargaining. We are 

bartering our power to officers. This is yet another mistake in the plea bargaining 

chapter. I am opposing it very strongly on this ground also. 

The Indian Penal Code is not the only law available here. There are several 

enactments. There are several local enactments by the State Governments. 

They also come under criminal trial. What is the position? Who will issue 

notifications? It is the State Government. Where is the provision for that? The 

local enactments, the State Government enactments will not come under this. That 

seems to be the idea of the Central Government. You may say that under 

Cr.P.C, the State Government can bring an amendment on its own. But certain 

State Governments may not like it and certain State Governments may like it. It 

will not be a universal application throughout the country. While framing such 

enactments you should consult the Bar, you should consult the State 

Governments, and, thereafter, you should bring in such a legislation. It has been 

lying in cold storage since 2003. No consultation has taken place with the State 

Governments and with Bar Associations. You are introducing a new theory in the 

criminal law. A new concept is being brought in under the guise of plea 

bargaining. If I am having money in my pocket, I will injure you. Then I will pay 

money to you and to others also and then get myself scot-free. That is what plea 

bargaining is al about. (Interruptions). The Standing Committee alone is not a 

country. The country is long enough and large enough. 

Sir, another important analogy is this Clause 265(B) (2) says that plea 

bargaining will be made applicable only to those persons who are not earlier charged 

with the same offence. Supposing, he was earlier involved in some other offsnce, say, 

under Section 307, meaning to say he is involved in yet another case, this provision 

would still be available because it is applicable only with respect to the same 

offence. It only says that he should not have been charged with the same offence 

earlier. I am unable to find any rationale behind this particular clause. What is 

the meaning of 'same offence'? Supposing he has committed a more grievous 

offence, or even if it is a lesser berious offence, even then, that will not be taken 

note of; he is a shielded person, and since he did not commit the same offence, 

plea-bargaining will be allowed. A rowdy-like person might threaten saring, "If 

you do not allow me plea-bargaining, see what happens after I come out." That 

is also possible. So, Sir, I am opposing this clause for several reasons. 
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Then, coming to the clause relating to section 265 E,... 

SHRI JAIRAM RAMESH (Andhra Pradesh): All these issues have been dealt 

with in the Standing Committee. 

SHRI N. JOTHI: Mr. Ramesh, you expect all of us to keep quiet when you 

speak on economic matters. The same treatment I would expect from you when I 

speak on law matters. 

Sir, it is all the more surprising that under plea bargaining, the punishment will be 

halved. What is this bargaining for half punishment? Simply because an accused 

filed an application, he would get it. This is something very strange... 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN (Kerala): So many procedures are there. 

SHRI N. JOTHI: After all, what is the procedure? The procedure is that he has 

to file an application. The magistrate will then decide whether his plea bargaining 

should be allowed or not. This is what the procedure is. The procedure can be 

hijacked very easily. How the cases are going to be hijacked, we will know 

shortly. 

Then, coming to disability on punishment. I am unable to really understand 

this clause relating to section 265 F which says, "No person punished under this 

Chapter shall be liable to any disability..." Sir, if a person goes through this 

process of plea bargaining, it will not be an indictment against him, and it will not 

be a stigma on him. Sir, Section 8 of the Representation of the People's Act 

disqualifies people from contesting elections if they are found guilty; they need 

not necessarily undergo imprisonment. Even if they pay a fine, they will be 

disqualified under section 8. Now, supposing such a person, who has been 

charge-sheeted, undergoes the process of plea bargaining, then, what will 

happen to him as per section 265 F? 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: This is the general observation of the House 

in respect of Section 265 F.. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (PROF. P.J. KURIAN): Mr. Premachandran, when you 

time comes, you can say what you want to say. Let him speak now. 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: I don't want to interrupt him. But I just want to 

say one thing. I have gone through the Bill and have gone through the official 

amendments which have been brought by the hon. Minister. Almost half the 

contents of the Bill have been taken away; like, sections 61, 62 and 64 have 

already taken away by way of official amendments. Section 60 is also being 

taken away by the latest amendment. Let the 
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Government take this opportunity to reconsider their decision regarding 265 F. 

That is my suggestion. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (PROF. P.J. KURIAN): Section 265 F says that 

notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being inforce, including 

the Representation of the People's Act, there will be no stigma; that person will 

not be disqualified. This is very strange. In the guise of plea bargaining, 

something strange is going to occur. This has to be seriously looked into. 

Then, there is another provision regarding finality of judgement. Once plea 

bargaining is done and the order is pronounced, no appeal can follow; there is no 

return to provisions under sections 226 and 227. Sir, sections 226 and 227 are 

constitutional rights of a citizen. An accused person is entitled to challenge it, 

and this right cannot be curtailed. And, I really have a smile on my face when I 

read this provision. I am really having a smile on the framers of this provision. They 

have said no appeal to Supreme Court will lie under section 136 or even under 

sections 226 or 227. But, unfortunately, they have forgotton that there is a revision 

aspect advocated in the Cr. PC. under section 397 and 401 is there. Even if they 

pass this and the Act is brought in, still revision will lie, because under this provision, 

sections 397 and 401 of Cr.P.C. are not taken care of. So, revision will lie. They 

may say it is our intention to leave that. If that is so, your purpose of eliminating 

other things does not arise, because you yourself are permitting revision. Then, 

what will happen if they appeal and if they file revision? What is the difference 

between the both? Not much. The accused will achieve the purpose. The 

whole purpose of this provision is incorrect. 

Then, coming to the only welcome aspect—as I said, I welcome some and I 

oppose many—I want to say that under compounding provision, section 498A 

has been brought in where the husband and wife relationship is sought to be now 

maintained even after an estranged relationship that let to the filing of the 

complaint. Suppose, the wife come back, and both the husband and the wife 

want to live together. The case will be a problem in the reunion. In those cases 

what we used to do is make the witnesses hostile. We used to advise the trial 

court lawyers to do that. That was the only way in which it was possible. There was 

no other alternative. Now, in order to get over that, this compounding provision 

has been brought in. I welcome this. I welcome Clause 9. Except Clause 9, I 

oppose all the provisions which are totally unnecesary. 

I will say only one word before I conclude. I appeal to the Home Ministry that it 

should stop bringing these kinds of enactments. The reasons is 
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that nobody will come forward to whitewash Taj Mahal, because it is not 

necessary; nobody will attempt to change the colour of milk, because it is not 

necessary it is already good. Like that our Indian Penal Code is now 115 years 

old. It has stood the test of time. It has stood the test of so many millions of 

lawyers. It is a good enactment brought forward by Lord Macaulay. Like that, our 

Code of Criminal Procedure of 1908, later amended in 1973, has also stood the test 

of time. Our Evidence Act of 1872, brought in by George Stephan, is even now a 

wonderful enactment. These three enactments have lived up to our expectations 

and are doing very well. Please do not try to orphan it by means of 

amendments, amendments, amendments and so on, with agitations all over 

India, lawyers going on hunger strike and rail roko calls, lawyers coming and 

meeting the Home Minister, the Prime Minister, wasting your time and our time and, 

thereafter, the Government suspending the notification. Please avoid bringing 

these kinds of amendments. We have these kinds amendments galore these 

days! Please stop this. 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, I rise to 

support the Bill with a few apprehensions. We are aware of the legal 

jurisprudence and the age-old saying of justice is not only to be done but it must 

also appear to have been done'. Sir, here is an amendment which is seeking to 

amend three Act, the Criminal Procedure Code, the Indian Evidence Act and 

the Indian Penal Code. I would like to mention here that trials in lower courts are 

protracted in almost all the cases for a few reasons like vacancies in courts, lack 

of facilities in courts; today morning itself, we had a question in Question Hour 

regarding the establishment of courts at the village level. The proposed 

amendments are in Sections 161, 162, 344, and it is also proposed to insert 

Sections 164A, 344A in the Cr. Procedure Code. They tourch the aspect of perjury 

and to enhance the punishments for the people who induce or threaten the 

witnesses under Section 195A. Sir, I would like to seek a clarification as to the 

punishment. The punishment may extend to seven years, or with fine, or with 

both. What is the rationality when you are having a punishment of seven years, to the 

maximum extent, or,, with fine? I would like the hon. Minister to explain the 

rationality behind it. Under 164(A), it is made mandatory that the Investigating 

Officer shall in course of such investigation produce all persons whose statement 

appears to him to be material and essential for proper investigation. Now, it has 

become mandatory. Sir, the fresh amendment to 164(A) is not clear. I want a 

clarification from the hon. Minister on this. The next provision is about the 

statements made with the 
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magistrate and witness turning hostile. There are instances. I was practising in a 

lower court. There were many instances. Since the evidence takes place up to 

many years, and often witnesses are not being brought before the court, or, they 

are turning hostile for various reasons. For that, I want that there should be a 

speedy trial so that the memory of the witnesses should not be faded out. This 

is one aspect. Sir, the other aspect is, custody in the police, or, with the judicial 

custody. Nowadays, it has become a fashion in the lower level. We have a classic 

case in Andhra Pradesh that one accused appearing in public saying, "I have 

killed so and so person and I am going to kill two more people to see glitter in the 

eyes of my brother-in-law". There is a famour phrase, or, famour quotation in Andhra 

Pradesh. In the presence of the police, in the presence of the media, Sir, if that is 

allowed to be done, if that is allowed to take place, and. If people get inspired with 

that, what will happen then? What will be its impact on the society? What will be 

its impact on the witnesses who are likely to depose against him? Will they come 

forward to give witness? so, tat should be taken care of. In spite of all these things, 

if somebody gets convicted, there is a provision for mercy petition. There is 

another classic example in Andhra Pradesh itself. A life convict is released within 

three years through a mercy petitition. Sir, I would like to request the hon. Minister 

that when he is trying to bring out a comprehensive amendment to all these 

enactments, please keep this in mind. 

The mercy petitions are taken up with political considerations. Is it 

advisable? Is it desirable? that should be looked into. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI (Kerala ): Every State Government is doing it. 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY: I somebody is practising a bad 

thing, and it inspires others, it is not a good thing, the very essence of criminal 

procedure code is being taken away. In most of the cases, we are aware that the 

rate of conviction is very, very low for various reasons. In spite of all the odds, in 

spite of all the constraints and restraints, if somebody is convicted, again, he is 

going scot-free. 

Sir, with due respect to my friend Jothi, I beg to differ with him that the age-old 

laws are still good and they should not be tinkered with. We must change 

according to the changing circumstances. The situation has changed. There 

are lots of crimes which are coming up by way of cyber crime and so many 

things. Without disturbing the basic structure, the basic ideology of all these 

enactments, one should bring out new 
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enactments so that it will help the society. Sir, there is the famous phrase 'let 

hundred criminals go scot-free, but not one innocent should be punished.' This 

is taken the other way. Sir, when the incident takes place, the Investigating Officer 

is there. The trial is delayed as he will be going somewhere else, or, getting 

promotion, or, leaving the job, or, he may not be in the service itself and the 

witnesses' memory is faded out. By virtue of all these things, by virtue of lack of 

judges in the lower courts, the trial of a criminal case is taking a lot of time. I 

request the Government, the authorities, to see to it that not only facilities are 

provided, but also the trial is expedited so that the accused does not go 

unpunished. Sir, 498(A) IPC which provides for punishment to the husband or 

relatives of husband of a woman subjecting her to cruelty, earlier it was non-

compoundable and now they are trying to bring it into the category of 

compoundable. 

Sir, I wonder and worry whether a serious thought is given on the other side of 

the picture also. Have you given a thought whether it will not act against the 

interests of the women, whether it would not be detrimental to the interests of 

women? In that angle it should be explained. Section 292 Cr. P.C. deals with 

experts in the Indian Mint or Indian Security Press etc. I welcome the 

amendments. There are few people in the Nashik Printing Press and they can 

come forward and render evidence. This amendment I welcome, Sir. 

Apart from this, the other amendments to the Indian Evidence Act and the IPC 

are most welcome. While requesting the Minister once again to explain the 

rationality, as far as punishment is concerned, and the one dealing with the 

accused-which is a major concern for me - and the mercy petition, which is the 

third aspect, I conclude. Thank you. 
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SHRI RAM JETHMALANI (Maharashtra): Thank you very much, Sir, for your kind 

indulgence. I have no objection to a Government borrowing wisdom for a Government 

that is no more. But, this is not borrowing wisdom, this is borrowing the worst 

from that Government. And, I am very happy that my friend, sitting there, also has 

found something absolutely undersirable in these provisions. According to me, 

the whole of this Bill should go. It should be withdrawn; it should be considered 

properly. I don't think enough attention has been devoted to this Bill at all. My 

friend, there, says that a Committee of Parliament had considered this Bill. Yes, I 

remember, I had myself appeared that Committee and given evidence before that 

Committee. It was presided over by our colleague, Shrimati Sushma Swaraj. I 

had strongly opposed it. And, I was, at that time, at least, was of the opinion that 

the Committee was never going to recommend that Bill. But somehow the 

recommendations have come and the Bill has been introduced. 

Now, Sir, I would start with the clause 2. Now, clause 2, in its original form, I 

would have opposed on the ground that it was useless, it served no purpose. 

Whoever, either by allurement or by compulsion, induces a person to speak falsehood 

in court, abets the offence of perjury, which was always 
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an offence, and that person was punishable in the same manner as the person who 

commits the perjury himself. So, this provision was useless, anyway. Now, I am afraid 

my friend, the Home Minister of the present Government, has converted it from 'useless' 

to 'absurd*. See, how he has converted it from 'useless' to 'absurd? He says, "If an 

innocent person is convicted and sentenced, in consequence of such false evidence, 

with death or imprisonment or more than ten years, the person who threatens shall be 

punished with the same punishment and sentence in the same manner and to the 

same extent that such innocent person is punished and sentenced. Now, Sir, this means 

that a court had heard the testimony, found it reliable,' and, then, convicted a person. Now, 

when do you find out that he gave false evidence, as a result of some previous threats 

which were administered, you can only find it out after the conviction, because the 

condition is that some innocent man should be convicted. So, first of all, you should set 

aside the conviction of an innocent person. Before you punish the other fellow who induced 

and brought about the giving of that false evidence. I must say this is an absurdity. 

Nobody seemed to have applied his mind to it. And, this provions must go on that 

ground alone. Then, no thought has gone into the consideration of these attempts. Then, Sir, 

fortunately many of the clauses has been dropped. And, I am happy to note that my friend 

argued that half of the Bill has gone, anyway. 

Now, Sir, let us talk of the main provisions of the Bill. The main provision is the chapter 

which deals with 'plea bargaining'. Sir, I am sorry that it has not been realised that how 

complex this institution of plea bargaining' is. You require trained prosecutors; you require 

prosecutors of the highest probity, honesty and integrity. You require trained magistrates 

who know how to administer this law.Jsiow, the present magistrates have suddenly been 

asked to deal with 'plea bargaining' chapter. It is going to produce confusion, it is going 

to produce corruption, it is going to produce a new class of offences which will arise only 

out of the misuse of this plea bargaining provision. And, Sir, the whole chapter is, 

anyhow, useless. And, I will tell you how. 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

Sir, see the major cases which are the subject matter of plea bargaining either in the 

English courts or in the American courts where these two systems have been in 

operation for a long time. A person is prosecuted for murder. He says, "Well, I committed this 

offence under some provocation." Now, that provocation may not be enough to reduce it to 

manslaughter. But, the courts take a lenient view in some situations and say, all right, if 
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you are pleading guilty to a charge of manslaughter, we will reduce your offence to 

manslaughter and give you a slightly less punishment. Now, why is this sacrifice made? 

This sacrifice is made to avoid the long ordeal, the expense, and the inconvenience of a long 

drawn out trail, getting 12 jurors in the court and keeping them occupied with court work. 

So, the speed with which the criminal justice is to be administered is served by plea 

bargaining in these marginal cases. And this happens in the most serious of offences. The 

most serious offences, you have already excluded from plea bargaining. You have said that 

no offence can be the subject matter of plea bargaining if it is punishable with death, life 

imprisonment or seven years. In other words, cheating, which is, primarily, a civil offence, 

actually, connected, usually, with civil transactions, which is punishable with seven years, 

cannot be the subject matter of plea bargaining when under the law it is compoundable 

with the permission of the court. Now, Sir, this is the reductio ad absurdum of the plea 

bargaining system that has been introduced here. And, as I said, we do not have 

sufficiently trained officers, and officers of sufficient probity and intelligence to conduct this 

system, who we can trust to intelligently carry out this purposes of plea bargaining. 

Then, there was a provision that what was non-compoundable before between 

husband and wife has now been sought to be made compoundable. Sir, I think, 

democracy requires that we must, at least, consult the women's organisations and, I 

believe, that all women's organisations, which have a voice to raise, have raised their voice 

against this provision, and have said, 'No, even if husband and wife, ultimately, make up in 

the interest of domestic peace, you can go to the High Court under 482, and, Sir, the High 

Courts are helping people to settle their matrimonial differences and to rebuild a broken 

home. But the High Court are doing it after having carefully scrutinised that material and 

they see the genuineness of a compromise, the genuineness of a husbands' real 

reformation in character, then, they permit the proceedings to be quashed. They are not 

allowing it like a compoundable offence. Once you make it compoundable, the original 

cruelty will continue through the compounding process and produce the composition also 

as a result of the original misbehaviour. Therefore, Sir, that provision also has to go. Sir, if all 

these go, nothing in this Bill survives. I do not see, Sir, why it is being pressed. Please allow 

a new Committee to consider it in its minuteness. And, then, if they still find that there is some 

wisdom in it, it can be brought, Sir, you must require some evidence from England and 

America; those who have 
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worked with this plea bargining system for ages. Here some people have read it in 

the books that there is something like plea bargaining, so, introduce plea bargaining! It 

will never work. Sir, I have a lot to say, but there is a time constraint and I do not 

want to take your indulgence. Thank you. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Shri Vayalar Ravi. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Sir, let me confess first that I am not a criminal lawyer. 

{Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is not necessary that everybody should be a 

criminal lawyer. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Sir, I say this because ...(Interruptions). I know certain 

ground realities. There are some ground realities which I understand. That is why, I 

would like to begin with what Shri Ram Jethmalani has said that some people read 

it somewhere, and copied its theory. But, in practice, the situation is different. I quote 

from the Statement of Objects and Reasons: 

"To reduce the delay in the disposal of criminal trials and appeals as also to 

alleviate the suffering of under-trial prisoners—I lay emphasis on, Sir, 'under-trial 

prisoners'—it is proposed to introduce the concept of plea-bargining as 

recommended by the Law Commission..." 

So, we are more concerned about two things. One is the pendency of cases 

and the other is the ordeal of prisoners, not the accused. Sir, there are many 

accused, but accused are not prisoners. Today, the situation is that very few 

detenues are in jail; criminal case accused, and even murder accused are on bail. 

That is the situation. The prisoners are there. You want to help this kind of 

prisoners. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Under-trial prisoners. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Under-trial prisoners, yes. Where are they? Many of them 

are on bail, almost all. Even today, according to the Indian jurisprudence, til he 

is convicted, innocence of the accused should be accepted. The burden of 

proving the crime is on the prosecution. These are the basic norms of the criminal 

law. So, here, I will mention only two, three issues especially with regard to plea-

bargaining. Sir, I do not know what the whole purpose of this Bill is. Sir, I would 

like to mention one fact that Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad said two things, one is, he 

takes credit for introducing the Bill by his Government, yet, he could not find an 

answer to his point which is given in this Bill itself. He asked a question: what 

will 
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happen to the candidates who have been punished under this Act?" The answer is 12F. 

There is no ban, they can contest. So, when you take credit for introducing the Bill, I am 

afriad, half the Bill has, already gone, and the other half has to go. That is a different matter. 

But the point is this. He said that acquittal was more, only ten per cent conviction was there. It 

means, acquittal is more, only ten per cent is conviction. Sir, the real punishmet to an 

accused is dragging the case. He goes up and down for two, three, or, four years, and gets 

fed up. In that process, the deterrent effect will be that these criminals will not commit 

another crime. If he commits another crime, definitely, he will be punished. So, Sir, a kind 

of punishment is the long trial or pendency of the cases. According to me, from my 

practical experience, I can say that this itself is a punishment, because, acquittal is 90 per 

cent and conviction is ten par cent. So, don't worry about them. Why do you worry about the 

criminals who are on trial? We should not worry about all this. So, p!ea-bargining is a concept 

which we are borrowing from some developed nation. Sir, who are in jail? Who was the 

accused? Sir, this country is a country of law-abidinq citizens. Only few people are habitual 

criminals who go to jail. Otheriwse, Sir, if you look at the whole situation of this country, you will 

find that only a very few people indulge in this kind of criminal action. So, of course, we have 

some human rights laws, I am not getting into that. Here, my point is, Sir, plea-bargining is 

for those who can afford to bargain. It is a very serious thing. Sir, who can afford to bargain? 

Those who can afford to pay compensation. And, In this country, people live below poverty line. 

Of course, they never involve in criminal cases, Who are involved in criminal cases? Those 

who can afford to have lawyers, who can argue the cases and have all luxuries. Sir, there was a 

proverb in Kerala, once upon a time, before I was born. If you have Rs. 10,000 and if Mallur 

Govinda Pillai is available, you can kill anybody. It means, Mallur Govinda Pillai was the 

most brilliant criminal lawyer. So, this was the talk in Kerala once upon a time. So, 

if compensation is there, then you will get the money, and you can do anythig. This is one point, 

Sir. Today, what is happening is that people are going to Supreme Court and High Court, filing 

a petition, quoting the Fundamental Rights of a citizen. They are the biggest criminals. Those 

who have killed hundreds and thousands of people, are saying that they have been 

subjected to mental torture by questioning by more than two police officers. People are capable 

of invoking even Constitutional guarantees to protect their criminal action. This plea bargining 

is easily available today. We are seeing it. I am not blaming any court or anybody. Luckily, 

the wisdom of the High Court saved the Police Officer. I saw it on T.V, Sir. They used the 
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words, 'Judicial Harassment'. This kind of situation is also developing now. The lawyers 

are also capable of finding out new methods and ways of saving their clients. The Government 

enactment shall not leave room or any loophole for money power to play any role in the 

committing of more and more crimes. That is the only plea I want to make. 

Now, I come to the point which Mr. Premachandran and everybody has made. It is clause 

265F. It enables every criminal to contest elections. There is a lot of talk about 

criminalisation of politics. Everybody is opposed to criminalisation of politics. But this clause 

will enable criminals to use the provision of plea bargining and the liability or the 

punishment will not follow him, and they can contest elections. It means, you go against 

the democratic concept of this country. The Election Commission has always applauded 

decisions of preventing criminals from contesting elections; but this provision will enable 

them to contest elections. The hon. Minister was good enough to bring enough amendments 

because he himself could see that many provisions are not going along with our criminal 

law and criminal justice. I don't know whether this has been overlooked. I hope the hon. Home 

Minister will look into this clause which enables even the criminals to contest elections and bring 

another amendment. This plea bargining, I believe, is a clause on which 

reconsideration is inevitable by the Government. With these words, Sir, I conclude. 

Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI N.K PREMACHANDRAN: Sir, as almost all the eminent lawyers, who represent 

this House, have already opposed this Bill on its legal background itself, so I also rise to 

oppose most of the provisions of this Bill. First, I would like to make a general observation 

because Mr. Jothi has said that the Indian Penal Code, the Criminal Procedure Code, and 

the Indian Evidence Act shall never be touched and shall never be amended according to the 

present situations, because these are well enacted piece of legislations prevailing in our 

country. Sir, definitely, all these three Acts require drastic amendments so as to meet the 

present situation and the present challenges, which our country is facing. The Criminal 

Justice System definitely requires drastic or basic amendments. For this, my suggestion 

is that we should have a comprehensive legislation so as to meet the present situation. For 

this, all these three enactments, namely, the Criminal Procedure Code, the Indian Penal 

Code, and the Indian Evidence Act require basic amendments. I am saying this because 

it is well accepted and well-known to ever body that there is delay in delivering justice. Delay 

defeats the justice. We know that so many cases are pending in various courts of our country 

due to so many reasons. We are not able 
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to deliver justice in time. That means it is accepted principle all over the world 

that delay definitely defeats justice. If that is the case, then in order to expedite 

the matter, in order to expedite the procedure of the criminal trial, conviction or 

acquittal, whatever it may be, definitely the procedure has to be simplified. The 

Evidence Act has to be simplified, and the Criminal Procedure Code also has to be 

simplified. I know that this Bill is intended to reducing the pendency of cases in 

various courts and also to help and protect the under-trail prisoners. Last time, 

when the Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill was brought before the House, we 

raised the same issue. We had cited one example of one, Mr. Abduai Nasar 

Madani, who is in Coimbatore prison for the last seven-and-a-half years. 

SHRI N. JOTHI: Sir.the matter is subjudice. 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: I am not into the merits of the case. I am qnly 

citing an example. He is an under-trial prisoner and seven-and-a-half years have 

already gone and still he is not able to get a bail. That is the present situation in 

our country. What I am suggesting is. (Interruptions)... Whatever it may be.. 

(Interruptions)... My point is the process has to be expedited so that he gets 

justice.,.(Interruptions)... 

SHRI N. JOTHI: Sir, the Supreme Court has rejected the bail. It rejected the bail 

twice. 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: I am not going into the merits of the case, 

Mr. Jothi. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We will look into this. He is not going into the 

merits of the case. He is giving an example. 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: Sir, my point is, suppose, in future, after 

taking all...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Sir, he is simultaneously raising an issue for which 

every body was feeling sympathetic bacause a man is jailed for more than 

seven years. That is the problem. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is why, I would have disallowed him, if he 

would have gone to the merits of the case. He is only quoting the name. 

SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: I am not going in to the merits of the case... 

(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No, no, Mr. Vijayaraghavan, he has made his 

point. Mr. Jothi has made his point...(Interruptions)... Please. 
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SHRI N.K. PREMACHANDRAN: My point is, suppose, after taking all the evidence, it is 

found that he is not guilty, then, who will be responsible for the sentence and imprisonment 

which he has suffered for the last eight years? Who is answerable? That is my point. My 

logical question is, suppose the apex court after taking all the evidence for these under-trial 

prisoners, finds that they are not guilty, then, who is responsible? Who is answerable for the 

suffering of such prisoners? That is why I said, the Indian Penal Code or the criminal 

system or the criminal jurisprudence requires drastic amendment. That is why I am citing 

all these examples. 

Regarding the convictioin rate, Mr. Ravi Shankar Prasad, the learned lawyer, aiready has 

spoken. Ten per cent is the conviction rate. That means there is some lacuna. Why are people 

afraid of coming and deposing before the court? Because they are afraid of these mafia 

gangs; they are afraid of these goonda gangs No witness is ready and willing to appear 

before the court. The treatment which is meted out to these witnesses in the courts also is 

a matter of concern. The treatment which they are facing before the court has to be taken 

into consideration. A preferential treatment, a better and a proper treatment have to be 

given to the withnesses to that they will be encouraged to give the truth in the court. That 

is also my suggestion. 

Sir, coming to the various provisions of the Bill, I have spoken that half of the Bill has 

already been gone by way of the official amendments. No wisdom is shown in the drafting 

of this Bill. Its impact is not taken into consideration. Half of the Bill has gone. The 

amendments sought in Section 161,162 and 164A are not applicable. I have carefully 

listended to the opening speech of the Hon. Home Minister when he has talking about 

attestation, putting up the signatures and about those offences which are more than seven 

years of imprisonment, then, they have to be sent to a Metropolitan Magistrate and all 

these things which he was detailing. All these provisions have gone by the official 

amendments which are moved by the Government itself (Time-belt). 

Coming to the plea-bargaining, which is an absolute fact, I am not repeating it 

because it is a 'give and take' policy. Such a principle, whether it is acceptable in criminal law 

of jurisprudence by way of give and take; and towards those offences which are 

punishable up to seven years of imprisonment can be compromised by giving some sort of 

compensation. That is when the accused has to plead guilty and the complainant has to 

compromise. This way the plea-bargaining is going on And definitely, suppose section 

265F is accepted and it becomes the law of the land, 
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then, no law is applicable, because it is not a punishment. All offences which 

are punishable up to seven years of imprisonment are not offences according to the 

Representation of the People Act. It is not a disqualification for contesting the 

elections; it is not a disqualification for any other law which is being enforced in 

our country. That means it is encouraging the crimes. No doubt about it. 

Suppose, if I find that I will not be acquitted, definitely I can make a 

compromise with the complainant by using the prosecutor's office and 

appearing before the Magistrate and making a compromise means, we are not 

discouraging Indirectly, we are encouraging the crimes. So therefore, my 

submission is that the Chapter relating to Plea Bargaining has to be delected, 

especially, clause 365(f), I also agree with the suggestion made by the hon. 

Member, Shri Ram Jethmalani. My suggestion is this Bill may be referred to some 

other Committee, and the matter may be reconsidered fully, and then, bring the 

same before this House. With these observations, I conclude. 
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���� �� $���$a �) ह� � �!.)-�!.) �	�(, %! ���� %�ह� �( � �ह) ह* ...(?�����)... �* �! �	�( �%3 
���	 �	हa'$	 � ह�	�� +	I /� ...(?�����)... 

 �� @;	/��' : ���) �#a3 �! �� ��L�E�. �� �ह� ह* � 

 �� ��� ���� O	�� :  5	 �	��� �#a3 �� �!� �ह� ह*, �* �	�)j �� �ह	 हa'� 

 �J���� K2L��M� <�� >:�� : �f) Eिp�� ह� ���) � �ij	% �) %	� �! �� 
��b�� ह*, �* ���	 E��T	 �#	 ���	 हa' � �! �T���� ��(4�(. �� �%��) �	�( ह�	�� 
0'.���5���� ह%�	� �� ���	I ह*, ���( ����	 $��3�(. �� �� ��� ���$), ह �! ��b� �ह< 
�	�a� ����� 0��	 �* %]� �%3 ���	 �	हa'$	 ��  

   “��-#! %p� �ह<, �	�	 �#� ह� ���), 

   ##3 ���	�	 ���E	 ह�, �ह	' �� �@� � 

��, ह��E	 0�) ��ह �� ��� �	� ह!�� �ह�� ह* � ���! �! �	� ���	�� ��  ��� �! ह	' 
�� 0'ि6��(.�E� ���	 ��	 %	�	 ह�, �$� ��# �� �	�a� �) ]ह ��  ��	� �� �ह� '�	�� ��   ��� 
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/� �%�a� 0'�	� �! 0'�	j �#��	�� ��  ������( �� %� 0'ि6��(.�E� �	 �F ��	 ह�, �! �%	 
0���  �� ह�( ��E) ह!, �	a�) /� �ह]�) ह	C �$�) ह�� 0� �	a�) /� �ह]�) �	 �%	�	 
�$� ���! ���	 ह�, �! �� #�ह	�D �	 #M�	 �)�%�, $�)� �!$D ��  ���	% �( %	0� � ���� 
�	�� ���#�	� �( �� $�)�D ��  घ� ��  ��3�D �! ����� ह�� #����, �� $�)�D �! �%#a� /� 
�'2� ���� ह�� #����� � �	�) �! �	��	' ह�, �%� �	��D �) ����	# �� ह�	�	 �	�a� �% 
�� 0� �	� �ह< ह! ��	 ह� �� $	'2) %) ��  -��	% �	 ���	 ह�	�� #�E �	 �%�a� /� $�)� 
0'�	� ���	 ��	 ���  � ��, ���	I ह ह� �� �% +) �!$D �! 0�	'j �ह< ��� �ह	 ह� �	�a� 
�	ह� �%��� +) ��� ह�� हD, 0'�	j ��  ��� “�%��) �	@) ���) +*�” �% +) 0� �	�a� �� 0� 
��i� �( �5��!��S�� ��� ह! �ह	 ह� � $�)� �#�) �� �� 0�	'j  �	�$	, ह ��� �� �%�a� 
0'�	� ��  ह��a � �) �हj	%� �� �� ह!$	 ? �%� ह	CD �( ह��a � �) �हj	%� ह�, �� ह	CD �! ह� 
�T���� �!$D �) �## ���� ह�� #���� ह* ���	� ��  �M� �� ह� �)% �	 0'ि6��(.�E� �$� ��i� 
�( 0�	'j �#��	�� ��  ��� +) ह!�	 ह�, �! �ह ����� ��  %��� ह!�	 ह� � �#	�� �	 %ह	' �� 
��	� ह�, �#	�� ���) �! 0'�	j #�  +) ह!�) ह�, �� �#�) ��  ��	� ��  �	��� �( �#	�� �� 
0�	'j #� �#	 �� 0��	 ��	� �	�) ह!�	 �	�ह� � ह�#	� �! �� �	 ��	� ����	 �	�ह� , 
�$� ����� implement �ह< ���	 �	�) � ���#�	 %)��� ��  �	# +) �ह �#�) ���� ��	� �� 
�'��� /� �ह]� �ह�	 ह�� @)� 0�) ��ह �� /� +) #a��� �	��	� �! �� #�� ���� ह�� ���	 
�ह�	 ह ह� �� �� �� �ह�) %]�� 0� �	� �) ह� �� ��� ��	�� �F ����� �	�D �! �%� �( 
���� ��	� �� �� ��  �#'� �	�#BE�	, ����  �#'� 0'�	j �! implement ��	�� �	 %%�	 
�� ��� ��ह �� ��#	 ��($� � 0���� �� �	ह)-�-�	ह) ह�	�� ��i� �( %! +) �	� ह!�	 ह�, �ह 
����� ��  %��� ह!�	 ह�, ����� ह) ��  %��� 0�	'j implement ���		 %	�	 ह� /� ����� 
ह�	�) 0��	 ���	 0�	'j ���) ह� �� �%�� %	f� �	 %�	�	 ह�, �$� ह!� ����-.� �	ह� �! 
ह	]� �E)# �) ��ह ���) �!I �	�)� ��	�) ह� 0��ह	� �( �! �* �� �� �ह�	 �	हa'$	 �� �	#� 
��4� � �ह� �( #!-�	� ��.�)%. ह� �	.> ��  �� �( /� �ह�#�-�	� ��  ���) +) ह	0�� �� ��� ��( � 
�� �	� �( #��( �� ����� �	B�	�(. ��  �#'� ��� ह��  �	�a� �) 2ि1%	' ��� ��ह �f	�) ह� , 
��� ��ह 4	�� g' %��	 �	�!�	� ����� ह	0�� �� ���) ह� ,��� ��ह �� �ह d� �	 �	��� �a.	 
%	�	 ह�, ��� ��ह �� d� �	 5�)�� �a.	 %	�	 ह�, ��� ��ह d� �	 �	0�� �a.	 %	�	 ह� � 
���! �!��� �	�	#	 �	�D ��j �� k�	 �$�	 ह� %��� 4	�� g' �! ��f�� ��  ��� �� ��	� 
%	�) ह� � �ह	' �� �� ���� �	� ��  �'2��� �� �#� ��  �%	�� �) ��ह ��� %	�� ह*� 
 

 �% +) �ह�� �	�) �	�( ��) ह� �� �!$ ���� ���� ह*, �f	 %��3 ���� ह�� ����� �� ��� 
���	 �ह< ���) ह�, ���� ���	 ���) ह�� �$� �� ��� ह�� %��3  �� �'�� E �$	�� ��  ��� �% �� 
�$�	 ह� ह�	�) �	B�	�(. Success �ह< ह! �	I ह�� �% �� ह�	�� �	�a� �( 0��) �	�� ��#	 
�ह< ह! ���) ह�  �� ह�	�	 �	�a� �� �	�� ��  %��� ����� �	�D �! �	�a� ��  #	�� �( �	� � 
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���	 �	��	 ह ह� �� ��i� �( %� +) 0�	'j �) �!E�) ���) ��  घ� �( �ह� '��$) �! �ह ����� ��  ह	CD 
�� ह) ह!�� �ह���$) � �* ����� �	 #�S�� �ह< हa' � ���� घ� �( +) ����� �	�� ह*, ���� घ� �( +) jM% 
�	�� ह* /� ��b� 0� �	� �) ��E) ह�, �� �* jM%) /� ����� घ�	�� �� �	�-�	 �ह�� �	�	 �� 
�#�) ह	' �!� �ह	 हa' � �$� ��b� #�� 0� �	� �	 ह� �� �% �� ह� ���) ����� �! I�	�#	�) 
�) 4$� �� ��	�� ��  ��	#	� �ह< ह! ���  ह*� ���) $�%	��E ह!$) �� 0� �	�a� �! �'E!2� /� 
���)�) ��� �) ह���� �� %! ��E ��	 %	 �ह	 ह� , �� �( 0� �)% �! +) �%�a�) ��  �	C ��	 
%	�, 0���� �� �� ह	CD ��  %��� �� 0�� implement ���	�'$� � ����  �	� #a��� ह	C �ह< ह�  
- � ह!� ����-.� �	ह� �ह	' j��	# ����� ह*, � ह!� ����-.� �	ह� %	�� �ह	' �## ���� ह* 
/� � ह� ���� ह*� �ह	' �$� ह!�) ह� �! ����� ह!�) ह�, �ह	' �$� ह!�	 ह� �! C	�	 ह!�	 ह�� 

 �	�� �!$D �� ��		 ह� /� ���� +) �ह�	�	� �ह< ह� �� “��S�� ���� ���#�( �( j' � $	 
ह�, #� #� ��S�� �a . %	 �” ��S�� ��  k� �ह< ह�, ह��� �� ���) ह�, ��S�� �� �	� �ह< ह� ��� �� 
���) ह� /� 0��	 �	-�	 C	�D �� ह!�� $�%��	 ह�� ���	2 �( ����� �C�C ह� �% � ��	�) 
���	� �� �� ��n ���	 �)�%� �! �� �� 1	#	 �ह�#�-�	� �( �$� ���) ��  ���	j �!. �4�$	 �! 
�ह ����� ��  ���	j �4�$	 �%� ��  ह	CD �� 0�	'j �	 implementation ह!�	 ह�, �� ��  ���	j 
%� +	��	�' ह� �” ह�	 ह) %! �ह�$) �! � ��)�� �ह	� �ह	' �� ��$) �	�	0	' ��� ��  ��� � 
$����) �� ��	�%� �	 �!b �N�	 ह� � ���	�j�D ���E�� �	��	' �#� 4	�! � 0'�	j �$� �� 
�	�) �#�	�	 �	ह�� ह*, ���( �?� ह!�	 �	ह�� ह*, I�	�#	�) ��  �	C �� ����� ��  ���� �� $M� 
�)�%� /� ����� �! 0'�	j �) 4$� �� ���� �	�) �ह�#�-�	� �) �ह jM% ��	0�, �ह�#�-�	� 
�	 �ह ���	 #� ��	0� �� ����� �	�� �! �!� #��( �! ��ह( �Mj � ह!, ��E) ह! � ����� �	�D �! 
%� �!$ #��( �! ��ह( ���E	�) � ह!, �� �! ���) ���E	��D �) ��	��D �( �X#)� ह!�� ह�� 
�!E�) �#�	I #� � 

 �$� �* �� �� �ह) �%3 ���	 �	ह�	 हa'  �� ह	�	� � ह� �� �� ��  �	� 0��	 +) 2)�% 
�ह< ह!�	 ह� �� �$� ���) �! �!�	 ह�, �! ���� %�	 �ह%)� �� �	� �� �( � ��.�). +) $	�) 
����	 ह� , ��.��.�. ह� �ह +) $	�) ����	 ह� /� ह!� ����-.� �	ह� +) �$� ���) �E�	p� 
�#� �$�� �ह� '� %	�'$� �! � +) $	�) ���($� � ����� �) ह %��	� ह� , ����� �) ह �ह%)� ह� � �	# 
�( %� ����� �	�� �! ��	 ���	 ह� �� �	ह� � �! ह!� ����-.� �	ह� ह�, � �! ��.�). �	ह� ह�, 
��.��.�. �	ह� ह�, �� �� ��  �	# ����� �	 �M� –��)�	 +) #���� �	� ह!�	 ह� � �* ह �%3 
���	 �	ह�	 हa' �� �	ह� ��	m�	� �	 �	��	 ह!, �	ह� ���D �� %�i�D-���� �	 �	��	 ह!, �	ह� 
�awD �) ���E	��D �	 �	��	 ह!, ��	� �)%D �	 #	�	 ����� ��  �ह�� �� $B#E ���	 ह� � 
0���� 0� ��� �! �	�	�) �) ]ह �� �ह� '��	 �	�ह� , ���	 �j� �! k�� ��� �! ����� ��� 
�( घ��	 #��) ह�, �ह k�� ��� �) �!I ह���� �ह< �ह�� #��) ह� � �$� 0� ��� �! �	��j� � ��� 
��	�	 ह�, �! �� �� �! �ह) �)�%�, �%� �� ��  %��� �ह�#�-�	� �	 #� ���) ��%� �� �ह� '� 
���  � #a��) �	� �ह!#, �* ह �%3 ���	 �	हa'$	 ...(?�����)... 0� 
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��� �! 0ि`���(. ���	�� ��  ��� I�	�#	�	�	 �� �) %]�� ह� � ह�	�� �	� %!  ���?	 �� ह�, 
���( I�	�#	�) �	�)��( �ह-�� ��  ��	�� ��M�� ���	�-g-%�	� +) �$� ह!�) ह�, �! ह� 
��b�� �� �ह�� �f) �	� ह!�) ह� � 0���� ह�	�) ���ि��	�	 $�%	��E ह� �� �� �� ��-.� 
�! �ह) �)�%�, �%� ��-.� �) �%ह �� ��	� �!$ 0'�	j �� �ह]� �#��	I #� �ह� ह* � 

 ��,#a��) �	� �* ह �%3 ���	 �	हa'$	 �� /��D �) �%�a��� �	 ���	 �% 
�) ���ह ह�	�) �ह� ��  �@		 C	 � �ह ���	 �ह�� %�#3-� C	, %� ���� �ह	 �� �	ह�, 
�� �!$D �� ����E� �ह< �) ह�, �! ह�	�� �� �	C) �� �ह	 �� �� ह) ����E� #� #)�%� � 
�ह�	�D �ह)� ��  �	� �� ���� +) �� �	� �		 ह�� ह� �!$ ���� �ह�� �) ह) �`�)# ���� 
ह*, %ह�� �) �`�)# �ह< ����� 0���� /��D ��  ������� �( +) �ह ह�	�) �	' ह� 
...(?�����)... �* �%3 �]' $	 �� ह ह�	�) �	'-�ह�D �) �%�#$) �	 ��	� ह�� ह �� /�� �) 
01%� �	 ��	� ह� �  ह �ह	� #�E, �%� #�E �( z) �	� �) �ह	�) �J-�J �) %�	�D �� 
�M%a# ह� �� �	�J %��� ��'��	#) �� ���) �)�), ���8 �)�	, �	 ह�J ��	 C	 /� ���! 
��	�� ��  ��� �%�'$ ��) %) %��� �ह	� �िF �� %	�� �'�	 ja' �) C) � 0��	 ���S 5	 ह� ? 
0��	 ���S ह ह� �� ���) +) #M� �) /�� �! �)�	 ��  ]� �( #��	 %	�	 �	�ह� � �)�	 ��  
]� �( #��) %	�� �	�) �4�), ��.), �हa, ���) 01%�-g-��] 0��) �ह	� ह� �� �� ��i� 
ja' �	 %	 ���	 ह�, �!�� �) �'�	 �� �$ �$	) %	 ���) ह� , �	�J �	 �2 ��	 %	 ���	 ह� 
, �! 0��	 ���� ह ह�� �� �� /�� �) 01%� �� ह	C /� 4	�	 4	��� �	�	 0'�	� 
���) �%�#$) �! �M� ��  ह�	�� ���� �� ��# ��h���� �� #��	 ह� � ह� �ह�� ह*  �� �f)-��-
�f) �%	 #($� � �� 5	 �4)-��-�4) �%	 #)�%�$	� /��D �) 01%� +) �a.) %	�) ह�, 
����  ���D �) हm	 +) ह!�) ह� /� �ह �a�' �� �	� #��� �	ह� ��	 ह� /� �ह�	 ह� �� ����! 
+) #�� �a'$	 /� ����D +) #�� �a'$	 � %ह	' � ह	�	� ��� हD , ��, �ह	' �* ����  �	"� �� +��a� 
$�%	��E ���	 �	ह�	 हa' �� ��-��-�� �%�	�	�D /� ��	m�	��D ��  ��� �	�a� �( �'E!2� 
����  �� k�	 �	�a� ��	0�, �%��� ��� �$�  �� k�	 ����  �ह ���) �M� �� ��h���� ���	 
ह� � ��� �%	-�-�M� #) %	�) �	�ह� � �ह ���) �ह� �	, ���) ��� �	 ��-��ह� �ह< ह� � 
�$� 0� ��ह �� ���	2 �! �!��� ��  ��� #!-�	� �#	ह�J +) ह��� ��#	 �� �#�, �! �)� 
�	��� �� ह �!�� �) ���4	, �ह�#�-�	�, �%��	 ���) ���8�	 �( �	�)� �	 �� �ह� 
�ह-�	 �ह	 ह�, %ह	' �)�	 �) 01%� �! ��	�� ��  ��� ��i�D �� �T�J ���� �! ��� �ह	 
$	 ह� , %ह	' {M�#) �) 01%� �! ��	�� ��  ��� �ह	+	�� %��) %'$ ह�I ह�, �ह	' �% �) {M�#) 
�) �	4) �<�) %	 �ह) ह� /� ��� 0'�	j �ह< ��� �ह	 ह� � �% �) �)�	 �	 ह�J ��	 %	 
�ह	 ह� /� ��� 0'�	j �ह< ��� �ह	 ह�� �% �) �)�	 �	 ह�J ��	 %	 �ह	 ह� /� ��� 01%� 
/� �`�	� �ह< ��� �ह	 ह� � ह�	�� #�E �(, %ह	' /��D �) �a%	 ह!�) ह� �ह< �G�) #��) ��  �	� 
��, �ह< �)�	 #��)  ��  �	� ��, �ह< �	2	 #��) ��  �	� �� /� �ह< ��ह< �) ���.D �) 01%�( 
�a.) %	�) ह�� 5	 �* ह �ह�� �( ह� ��%	��� �ह< हa' �� �	�-+िF �	 �	�	 �$	�� �	�� �$� 
�	�J �) �%(�) ���� �$($� �!  
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�	� ��  ����� �	� �! ��	�� ��  ��� �M� �f	 ह!$	? ...(?�����)... �* ���! �ह< �ह �ह	 हa' � 
�� �� घ��	0� � �	� ���) Lo�.> �ह< ह�, �	� �	�� �ह�#�-�	�, �	�) 0'�	��� �) Lo�.) ह�, 
�	� �#��� �) Lo�.> ह�, �	� �ह%)� �) Lo�.> ह*, �	� �'-�9 �� �) Lo�.> ह�� ...(?�����)... 
�	� �ह�� �	 �� �� �	� /� �� �' �6. �) Lo�.> ह*� �	� �� k�	 �%	�	 ह*, �%��( �'2��	 
+	$�	 ह*� �	� �� k�) @'4) ह�	 ह*, �%��( $�3 ह�	 �j3 -�-��� �� ���) ह* � ... (?�����) ...   
�ह<, �ह<, �ह���	��	 %) �� � �ह< �ह �ह� ह* � ...(?�����)... �ह�����	 %) �� � �ह<  �ह 
�ह� ह* � �� ���! L!�!� �� �)�%�  � ...(?�����)... 0���� �( ���� �%3 ���	 �	ह�	 हa' �� 
��ह	� ह) �'%)#$) ��  �	C 0� ���� �� �ह� �	 0����	� ह!�� ह�� 0� ��� �! 0��	 
�	��j� � ��	�	 �	�ह� �� #�E �) $�)� /� �%�a� %��	 �! 0�	j'  ��� ���  � 

 �a� �) ���� ���, ja � ���� E# �ह� � 

  �	$�	' %	�	 हa, $��E� ���	 ��	# �ह�� 

 C�� a � E��T	 � 

��د	ہ�ه�
" ��ن ا��� ہ����� ���
 ا�� �" :  ،
�


و /�B <E"(-ار* 0<�70"ہ �ںيہ �W نںاس %0X�ں 0%ں ا 

B.�ر* � %� ��0I70ےو (�نہ�
س &� ه /<- بے / %@� %@� *


وع W �0ت-Z0ت ےو  �تہ ں*ہ* نہC0�>0 *ار-)"B ح
، اس \

�
نںزاروہ ے� �Kح� N��]^ ��0I70 ےتہ* ����م ره بں 0_ے 
 ہ ز��دںان 0% ں۔يہ ےتہ رڑے پں 0%ں &% (�7"ں اور /
�"ںيہ

�F ہےو&% ہ* &<-اد ان ��0I70 �% ڑبG ") ،ںيہ ےوتہ �) ،

� ے وا` اور (� �% ^[��N د��ے Z0-�0ت �%  �
و* �
نے

ض سہ *۔و&�ہ ںيہوا` �"�% نG %ے /� ا� ���ہے `�� � ہ 


 �" �8 ں 0%ےارٹ �5ے �ںB"(-ار* Z0-�0ت اور ا �7"���& 

 ے۔ �8 ��� (� ��ےس

 ے، اسہے �� �"ال ں �% /�ر���" &� ��S"نںاہ�
، ج
cdےنهcd ےنه اور� اس /� �"  �ور ہ ز��دے سہ /<- ز��دے 


ات نہت ہ بے�0رہ، ے �9ے �ے�B /#�نeر ح"Eںاہ *ے* دا� 
 ے، (" �0
ں* /�&%ٹ* 0"ٹ 0"ہے۔  
 �f.?" �% ےاس 40@�


ض �
�� ں /�&%ہو...... 0-ا�N7 .....ں*ہ* ہ �رںن 0%ہذD 

 ......0-ا�N7.....�% اور اه بے�0رہ ۔ ��ںوہ��

 ں۔يہ ہے��� ���g اردو /"ل ر: ا �"� ه��� اپ س�

 رں%0� h�
 ں۔وہا ہ &<

 ہے�% ���g اردو �پ /"ل ر: ��� رو� �$#� ��س�د 


 رں، 0%ں*ہ� h�
 ں۔وہا ہ &<
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 ان ہے* jWص�N ڑب :  ��ن ا���ہ����� ���
 ا��


*ں، 0%ںيہ ےته cdہ ا��fظ �% (�ن �" و۔�%�W �� ادا ہ ان 

 �&
 ے�0رہ ں (.#% /�&%ں 0%ٹ ��0ڈ &" �
�[#� ا��0ں۔وہ�

ات نٹانeں، ان 0%ں*ہ /.��% ے���7 �"ل ح�k"ور�ٹ �.#�  


� �]D 
�� ا&#� ںيہ نهے &" c0ہ �%، *ےاس  �� 0<7"م، 


ض �
�ں%0D ور
 ہ۔ �� �ںوہ� �� ^

�#%ه چہے، ��را /-ن ں*ہا�� دو ز�8 ن 

 ٹ�ے اے سںاہ، �ہے ں  
��Eہ ��رےدرد ب

 ،
 ں /7"ں۔يہ ےتہ رےوتہ /�  �س ے ا�% \
ح سہP�0ہ�

وا ٹ ا7:0% ��0ے سںاہ *ے �9ے �ے�"  �س �
وان� �E�

 �&�) ���
 �"د اس ��S"ن �% روح �" D"ام &� ہے?0 ،

 ے �ے��4ن �" ا�ص�ف د�"ان اور 7J0"م اے �9ے �ے�'�نہپ
 ے، &" �mئہے��E �� وNS �&� ٹ (F ا7:0% ��0ں 0%ے��47
�
و0% ہ �"W% ں0%ہ ہ �ےاس n هاتہو، ��0"�% اور %.?� ہے۔ 


و�J� �� %0رn ہاس ��0"�% اور ��
، &" ہے ا�
 �پ �" �

�"�"ے ��9oہ �� دورںا&"ہ�پ د* F�
G ،ں� ں ا�
��ز 0%ے 

�p"ں Z0 %0-�0تے والے ��7ے۔(��%G ں ان� ےر �ه گے 

"#&

�p"ےئه د��ےوئہ ے �" /�Nں/G دور اور ں، انI0 "� 

، (� ں*ہ ں ����0ہ ��ر* وہ *ے۔ئه د��ےوئہ ے� /#Nه/#-

و ہ ںيہ�0را ��S"ن �ج &� اس `�q نہ �% /#��د  
 ں���0"

 �� د�P �� ے�0رہ �"راج �� �:#� ے* (% �ه ���-ہ �ہے�


�F ا��4ن ا #� /G 7"م اورJ0�� �#ے۔ 

* %��'� ،
 ںيہ �" ا�ص�ف نں* �"�"ه �ج بہ �ہے ہ�
 ے، ا�ص�ف �ںوہ ےوئہ ے* /�ه بے (rہے ��S"ن ��ہے۔ا ہ�0 ر

9�* اس ��S"ن  
 اس ه�ج ب' �#,ه* ا�% �% بٹ�(, �% ` 'ے


 و /�D <E[� ں�70 %0X�د0% ��,ہے۔ا ہو رہ ا� F�
G ے 
�%  حZ"ق ے /� اس 7J0"م ا��4ن �ہ ��، *ےا�ص�ف  �ئ

,�� Nu�fےح
، ہے حZ"ق �% حNu�f ں 0%ںوهاتہ ��؟ (� ے �

�"�"ہ �" ںوهاتہان  �#]�
 ےته د��ےوئہ ے �% 0-د �
تںم �
��E ا�
 �70 ٹر ��I �� ا7:0% ��0ہ \"ر  
 ے �X0ل �ں۔*ہ

�ہ، &" وہے* هو&� بہ ے �9ے �ے ا�ص�ف د�"انں%0 ,� ے  "
Rجہے۔و&� ہ ےذر� �� N� �D ، "� %4-ا�Nہے &� �"ال ںاہ D-ا

 ے 0<��0ے 0��ن �ے، ا�� �د%0 �ہے* د�.% ه بےا�ص�ف د
 اس �� 0��ن ���% ہ �ہے د�� ے ا�ص�ف دے D-ا�N نں%0

��, ےئہ حZ-ار �" اس �� 0��ن 70#� ��ے۔ئہو�� ��ہ"  
�0 

* ه /<- بے �ے (�rہ Z0-مہے۔ �
وا  �&% ںيہ نٹا%7:0 ��0

 ے �د0% ا �ہو
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وم رے0��ن سn اور N'ح سٹ� ہے۔&� ہ و�
 ے�� ا�% \
�� ہ �0
ا �ں۔يہ ے ��Nه C0�>0ت �" �پ د��ے* دو�
هاور ب


ورت اس /�ت �% ہ پے �F سہ �ہے ہ*^ %� ا�
 /� ہ �ہے

��, وا�"ے/#�ت"  NS0%ں و 
J� "� ں� ان ے �
 �"�9ه ر

� ٹ ا�-ر ا�ص�ف �" ا7:0% ��0ے ان �ہ ا�-ر  �ردرNWے
 ہ �ے اس �9ے۔ گں  �-ا �
*ے �پ �, \
ح سہ �� (vبے�
ان

 ہ، وہےو&� ہ* ��م ه (" بں �70 0%ے�0رہ* ہ ��ہ* نہ��
� ,�� ا�ص�ف ے ذر�Rے* �ہ،  "��, ہےو&� ہ ے ذر�Rے "

ا ه�0ر* ا&#� اچہ اور  "��, ہے �
وا�� (�&� ٹا%7:0 ��0

وم ہ، ا�
 ہے ہ �� ز�0نڑے �ج �� (�ہ �ہے
&% ا�ص�ف �


ح ا #% �"�% &�ر�w ہر �KحF �" ٹ#0,\ %� -�Wارون ر

 ��دا ہ �� �ںوہ�� ��ہ �ے ان سں &" 0%ںاس 0%ہ اتہے/#��% 

 اور ں �%ے لے* �ٹر  �رہ، دو ��ر ا�I�  8 ںن �%ہ پڑے�5

 ں �پ رات 0%ں۔ �7%ے  
 ��ےا�% وہ* ه �4% بے�-و�.�ن �ہ
 ��S"ن �% ےوئہ ے ا�-ر /�ے �ٹ  "��,  �ر��[�ہ �ں*هد��

 (��4 ��رو/�ر ںا�"ؤڈ، �, \
ح ہےا&% ڑ �, \
ح اں(��هد

 ,��
&% ےا�% وہ "� 
�0�� ٹ ہ وے، �, \
ح سہے   �� �ر

"��"ٹ ے، �, \
ح سہےا (�&� ٹ 
#�7� �� �، ہےا (�&� ٹر


 ہے۔ا (�&� ٹرا��"ر �"ڈر� �� ٹ ے�, \
ح س� � ان �" رو

-D�S�/ف سں��رو ہ
 �" ںا�"ؤڈ ے (�,ہے ا��4 �?.� ے \

 ے  �,ے �F سںاہ وہے۔��س (�ر* ه ا�� ابے �9ے �ےنڑ �
� ے (�تے �% \
ح �9ے ا(�لے دن �ں 0%ے�
ه ا�-ےرات 

  ں۔يہ

 ے ��Nے �"گ  �,ہ �ں*ہ �7% ں* ��ر* /�&%ڑ* به�ج ب
، ہے ��.% ںيہ نہپ �
 �,ه  "��, چں۔يہ ےا (
م �
تڑ، بں*ہ


م  
 ا��P ےوئہ ےپه 0?
 اس چہے۔��.%  ہپ �
  �,هچ) 

��4, ٹ�0ر*  �ر��[�ہ ہ �ہے �ج &� �?.� ے �9ے �ے�?�ن� 

 ا&#�  �ور  �-ا ں ��S"ن 0%ے�0رہ �ج &� ہے۔و  ��% ہ ںيہن

��, ے ذر�Rے�0را ��S"ن اس  �ور �ہ ہ �ہےو ��� ہ ںيہن"  

"� ہے ہ �0
ا ��0#� *ں۔ `�%ں 0%ے دا�
ے �" ��S"ن �ںوا

�ه(F ب ں�70 %0 %4� %#Wے�=ہ پںر 0%ه گے* ا�ص�ف �% رو 
�ہ�% &" و ,�� ں 0%۔ �%ے�=ہو �
 پہ* ہ ے سںوهاتہ ے  "

 ے*  "��, واله بںر 0%ه گے �0
ں۔وہ ںيہ "��, �� د�x ن
 اس /�ت هے اور c0ں*ہ ے* B"ج واله بںر 0%ه گے، �0
ںيہ

 %W"� %�ہے� ہ وا/N4ے سےرانه B"(% اور  "��, گں 0%ہ 
 اس ه د�هے 0?
 c0ں۔وہا ہ /"ل رںاہ ا�� �د0% * وا`ےنہر


 ڈم ا #%  "��, �" ا�[��-ار* �% ہ �ج &� ہ �ہے/�ت �� �

 ہو�% �ہ  �0
* �Iارشں۔*ہ ےو ��ہ ںيہ روادار نے �ے 
 �Cن
 (" ےن اور &
�0[% /� �% ح�N�X سهاس ��S"ن �" �#E"د

�ه اس ��I �" بں، اس 0%ہےا ہ �P ��� (� ر 5\"pe0 *ے 
 ے �پ اسے ذر�Rے �ںوهاتہ ان ہ �ے اس �9ے۔ا (�ئه ر�ه��ت

 ہے۔ ںيہ نهاتہ ے  �س دو�
ے �پ �ے۔ گں �
وا�%ٹا%7:0 ��0


��د �#Nںاہر �KحF وٹوم 0#,ہ ہنB ر ٹوم 0#,ہ ہ، نںيہ ے
Fح�K 
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 ںاہ وں۔*ہ ےم �
تہ ہ اور نںيہ ے 0-د �
تںاہ(��
 و
 
 &" ہےو&� ہ ا�
 ںاہ، وہےو&% ہ &"  "��, ہےو&% ہا�

 ہے۔و&� ہ ہانهت

"�"�* ہ* اح���4ت وه بے /.��� اور �0
ے نں��رب 

 ے �ے، دہے�, ��� ه پں 0%ہ �
 Z0-مےرW"ت ل 'ہ �ں*ہ
�% ہ، ہے ںيہ رW"ت اب F�D ن۔' (�ٹوهرW"ت چ� �/ 
، ہے�

 ہ اور اس �� را�Nہے /� ��% ہ  �ہے۔ ںيہرW"ت اب  �پ ن
�Nں 0%ه ا 
ادہے۔و �
 �Iر&� ہ ے سںا�"هت ,�� ہے ه  Nه  "

 ے &" �F سے �پ �
وب �
وا��9oے D"ا0% ا�p.Dر س۔�ج
�ں�-و�.�ن 0%ہ ہز��د %4� 
 ہ �� &" وڑے پٹ �Cف ووے ا�

� ,�� ا�ص�ف �� ا7:0% ے سںوهاتہ ے �� (� �ڑے �Cف پے "

 ں۔*ہ ںاؤ���_ه �Cف (, بے، ان �ہےو�� ہ ٹ��0

 ارہ �F�Z بے �% &" اہے* (" رہوا *ہ

��ں �% رD#����ں ��%ے سںاہ �y 9ے� ے 


وہے۔&� ڑه به 0#�زل �� /"جےz7G رو* سB�40 ں 
 ےتہ ا�ص�ف ا�
 �پ واS<% د`�� ��۔ا�"ڈ /-ل ںروش ��روا

 ه ��تے، ا�[��-ار* �ں*ہ ےتہو�� ��ہ ��8E ں، اس 0%ںيہ
� ,�� اور  "��, �" ا�ص�ف ے  
 G"ر ��9oے رو*ے�پ  "


 ��7ڈ�%   
، ے B"ج /#��%ہ�-و�.�ن �% وہ وا�% ے�

�"گ ے  "��, والہ �ے ��"ا دل /#��%ہ�-و�.� �� وہ "� 

 �" (F ں  "��, وا�"ہے۔و، �"W% ہ ہ �"ف نںيہ &" انں*هد��

�و، ان �" ا #% ہ ہ  
���E% نںيہ &" انں*ه"گ د��

"���E�
 روW#% ےوئہ ےوتہ &p-�� ں 0%ں �" �����"ں 

� ے۔ا�% دهد

%0 

ض �
�� ��ہ *ے �پ سں0?D *ںوہ&� ہ� ہ ح�`ت *ہ 
 ا�
 ہ �ہےو&� ہ ںيہ�
ج نه* ده  �س ا&#� بے ان �ہ �ں*ہ

�%ےذ�F سہ ذرا تے &" اس سہے�4% �" رو��  
 ں۔ /�ت �
�% ه بہ وہے ے ا۔ ا��۔ ا�8ہے۔* ���% �#.� ه ب۔  %۔ا�8�� *


 ے* ا #% W#�حN دئهر �KحF بٹوم 0#,ہ اور ہے�#.� �{/ 

 ز/�ن ہ  "��, �% *ے۔ گں* ���% �#%ه بہ &" وں�= (��%ہپ

��, والں /<- 0%ہے۔ذ�F ہ تہ،  "��, �% *ہے"  F) ے "� 

N ہے �7.� ہ�"  &ہ، *ں*ہر �KحF ٹوم 0#,ہ &" ہ �KحF *ہ 

 /<- ے &F اس �ں*ہ �KحF ے۔ ا۔ ا��۔، ا�8ں*ہ �KحF ۔  %۔ا�8

q�
 ے اس �9ہے۔و&� ہ `�q ےنه* د��ه بہ "��, �� \"ر \

ض �
�� ��ہ *ں%0D ر �� 0<��0ہے ��ںوہ&� ہ��&C/ ہے ہ ،

 �% ںوڑه /"ہےو، ��ہ ہ  
 87u و �.8 �� 0<��0ں /'"ہے��

"���E�
�ہ �� دا�
ںو، |�م ��Iوہ ہ �� 0<��0ں  ,�� ے  "
 �&

دش �� 
 اس /� �" ����0/% �% روح ے اس �9ہے۔n"ر  

��,ےر &" ا�,ه پہ، ورنےئہ�'��� ��ہ&� پ"  "� �/  
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 /� �% �"�% ح�N�X ے ا�,ہ، وہے ��4 د�.% ں/� %0

، ہے، ا�
 اس /� �"  �ور�B /� /#��� ہے د�.% ےنہ رںيہن

&9o�� ح�حK "� �/ ے" اس��-و�.�ن �� ہ ے ذر�Rے (, /� 


ض ہ *ں 0%ےودہ دو�
* /�ت مے۔�= ��ہدل ا #% I#0ل  
 پD 

�� ��
اس /� �" ا7:0% ....... 0-ا�N7...... �� ںوہ�

 ہے۔ /� �% ^
ورت ہ ا�[��-ارانے �9ے �ے �
وانٹ��0

 ں ا�[��-ار* ����4"*ں، اس 0%ہے  �س (" �
��E /� ے�0رہ
gےح�م ہو&%، &" ہ ں*ہ* نه بة /
ا/
 /�"ر ��
ات و ز�"ے 

cdےته� ہ�0ر* �0د/�نہ ے اس �9۔و&%ہ* /�ت ڑت بہ بہ  
م �% ٹ (, �,ے۔م �" Kح�ح ��9oٹ �پ اس �,ہ �ہے�Iارش 


وم د�ے |�م �"گ ا�ص�ف سے سہوجn ں۔يہ ہے رے`�% ده 


ض �
�� ��ہ *ں�
، دو�
* /�ت %0D ںوہ� ہ �� 
 ےن نہ�0ر* بہ* pKح ہ �ج ہ�� N�0"7J0 %� �@40 ںD"ر&"

 ہا �ہ �ےا، (F �پ نها ز/
د�N تڑ بہ 40@�ہ و۔اها�� تٹ�ا
"�"� ا�� ے�0رہ، &" ہے �% ںيہ  
�E�0 نے نں�KحF، �پ 
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SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Pondicherry): Sir, I thank you for giving me this 

opportunity to speak on the Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill, 2003. Sir, the hon. 

Home Minister, while piloting the Bill, narrated salient features of this Bill. The 

Standing Committee, which went into the details of this Bill has Standing 

Committee, which went into the details of this Bill, has also suggested some 

amendments. Some of them have been accepted by the Home Minister and he has 

come forward with these amendments. Sections 195A, 161,162and 164Ahave 

been amended. Actually we did not want to change the criminal jurisprudence. The 

feeling of the Standing Committee was that the investigating officer should not be 

given more powers, which has been accepted by the hon. Home Minister. There 

are two aspects. One is about the person giving false evidence and the other is 

about the person who has been threatened not to give proper evidence. 

Section 195A has been amended. The hon. Minister has clearly stated about the 

person who has got muscle power and money power to derail the criminal justice; 

who can use this for the purpose of threatening the official witness; does not allow 

him to give proper evidence and also compels him to give false evidence. This 

provision is there to safeguard the interest of the people. Therefore, this 

provision has been incorporated in Section 195 A. So far as Sections 161,162 and 

164 Aare concerned, the original position has been retained. The Standing 

Committee also found that when it comes to the question of recording the 

statement of a witness before the Magistrate—Shri Ram Jethmalani also talked 

about it—the courts do not have sufficient Magistrates and proper staff. Apart 

from that, in all cases, if the statement of the witnesses and the accused has to 

be recorded before the Magistrate, it becomes a cumbersome process. 

Therefore, it was felt that this provision should be removed. The hon. Home 

Minister has agreed to it. So far as giving more power to the investigating officers 

and getting the signature of the witnesses in the statement are concerned, these 

things have been done away with. 

Another salient feature, which has received criticism from various senior lawyers 

in this august House, is about plea bargaining. They were comparing it with 

Western countries. Some of them even said that plea 

bargaining was a very dangerous provision which should not be applicable to our 

country because in our country people are very innocent. Here the person who 

has got enough money will get away with even a heinous crime. All these things 

have been said here. Sir, we had an opportunity, in the Standing Committee, to 

hear Shri Jethmalaniji. He has also expressed his views in the House. Sir, I partially 

accept this provision regarding plea bargaining. I want that it should be qualified. 

As far as offences against 
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women are concerned, whether these are cases of rape or molestation,— 

women's organisations also had made references relating to that—there should 

be protection... 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT (West Bengal): Women and children have been 

kept out of this provision. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Yes, that is right. The Standing Committee also has 

made recommendations in this regard. Sir, plea bargaining is not a new concept; it 

is there in other countries also. Normally, by using money power, the convict 

easily gets out of the crime, and he will not even be punished. But, this is not the 

only course left to him. We have seen from experience as to how a person, who 

committed a heinous crime, got acquitted by the courts. As the saying goes, an 

innocent person is punished, and an accused person goes scot-free. So, we 

have to go in depth and find out the practical applicability of plea bargaining. 

Actually, if it is mutually agreed between the accused and the complainant, then, 

there is no question of any kind of controversy on this, because we do have this 

component of bailable offences. It is there in criminal jurisprudence. Now it has 

been made open by plea bargaining. As far as plea bargaining is concerned, in 

order to strengthen the system of plea bargaining, the Magistrates and the 

Prosecution-in-charge should be trained properly. But I do not subscribe to the 

theory that plea bargaining should not be allowed: this is the theory that has been 

expressed by some of the hon. Members in this House. Now that we have thought 

about bringing in the concept of plea bargaining, we can only improve upon it. 

Therefore, I support this provision which has been included in this Bill. 

I want to make my points on two more aspects. In section 265 F, an 

impression should not be created that a person is not guilty of any offence after a 

plea bargaining has been made. That kind of an impression should not be created 

because the Bill states: "Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time 

being in force, the punishment imposed under this Chapter shall be considered 

expiatory in nature and no person punished under this chapter shall be liable to 

any disability under any law." Now, a message should not go that the accused 

has been let scot-free even after committing a crime. The Home Minister should 

consider this aspect. 

I would also want a modification in section 265 H which says: "No appeal 

(except the special leave petition) shall lie in any court." Now, we cannot give 

some kind of a special concession. Even after the judgement, if somebody goes to 

the higher court, it should be a regular process. Why do we have to give special 

leave petition? If at all anybody wants to challenge 
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it, let him/her challenge it in a regular way in this courts? Why do you give special 

leave concessions under 265H? I would like the hon. Home Minister to clarify this 

point. These are the two provisions on which I was a little doubtful. 

Sir, as regards 344A, it has been in practice. In a regular judgement, if the 

hon. judge observes that a person has committed perjury, then, a criminal 

proceeding is initiated against him. This has been the practice. Now, it has been 

elaborated in this provision. It has been elaborated in such a way that if a person 

committs perjury, if he gives false evidence, and if the judge feels that because of 

that false evidence, a criminal has been let off by the court, and if the judge makes 

that observation, then, he should be summarily tried. That is the only thing that has 

been brought in this Bill. Of course, it has a cumbersome process. But, I do not 

find any kind of objection from hon. Members from the other side to it. Now, we 

have 200 years' old Indian Evidence Act. Then, we have the Indian Penal Code. 

Now, we' have to codify our criminal system. Then, we have the Criminal 

Procedure Code of 1973. We have changed a lot of provisions. Now, 

codification of the criminal system, codification of the criminal jursiprudence 

has to take place, especially in the light of the new crimes that are coming in. 

Cyber crimes are coming in and a host of new crimes are coming in. In the 

background of all this, I would like to request the hon. Home Minister to consider 

the codification of the criminal law. 

Now, coming to these amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code, the 

Evidence Act and the Indian Penal Code, several amendments have been 

brought forward by the hon. Home Minister. Several suggestions have been 

made. Recommendations have been made by the Law Commission. The 

Malimath Committee Report is there. I want the hon. Home Minister to codify 

the law, to codify the criminal system. A new Evidence Act has to be there. A 

new Indian Penal Code has to be there. Then, an updated version of the Code 

of Criminal Procedure has to be there to cope with the new type of crimes and 

offences that are taking place. The hon. Home Minister, the Law Minister is 

also present here, should consider the total codification of the criminal 

jurisprudence. The UPA Government has gone into the whole criminal jurisprudence 

and thought of changing the whole criminal law. 

With these observations, I support the amendments that have been brought 

forward by the hon. Home Minister. I fully support plea-bargaining. There will be 

speedier justice. Apart from that, if the accused and the 
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complainant come together and agree on certain things, then justice should not be 

denied on them. I fully support plea-bargaining. Thank you, Sir. 

_________ 

STATEMENTS BY MINISTERS 

Status of Implementation of Recommendations Contained in the 

Eighteenth Report of the Department-related Parliamentary 

Standing Committee on Information Technology 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF PERSONNEL, PUBLIC 

GRIEVANCES AND PENSIONS AND THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 

MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Sir, 

on behalf of Shri Priyaranjan Das Munsi, I lay a statement on the status of 

implementation of recommendations contained in the Eighteenth Report of the 

Department-related Parliamentary Standing Committee on Information 

Technology. 

Status of Implementation of Recommendations Contained in the 

Fourth Report of the Department-related Parliamentary Standing 

Committee on Urban Development 

THE MINISTER OF STATE OF THE MINISTRY OF URBAN 

EMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY ALLEVIATION (KUMARI SELJA): Sir, I lay a 

statement on the status of implementation of recommendations contained in 

the Fourth Report of the Department-related Parliamentary Standing Committee 

on Urban Development. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The House stands adjourned till 11 00 a.m. on 

Tuesday, the 13th December 2005. 

The House then adjourned at five of the clock till eleven of the clock on  

Tuesday, the 13th December, 2005. 
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